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In this paper we study the Weyl groups of reduced extended affine root systems,
the root systems of extended affine Lie algebras. We start by describing the
extended affine Weyl group as a semidirect product of a finite Weyl group and a
Heisenberg-like normal subgroup. This provides a unique expression for the Weyl
Ž .group elements in terms of some naturally arisen transformations which is crucial
in the further study of extended affine Weyl groups. We use this to give a
presentation, called a presentation by conjugation, for an important subclass of
extended affine Weyl groups. Using a new notion, called the index which is an
invariant of the extended affine root systems, we show that one of the important
Ž .features of finite and affine root systems related to Weyl group holds for the class
of extended affine root systems. Q 1999 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
w xIn Sa1, Sa2, H-KT, BGK, BGKN, and AABGP , the authors studied a
Žnew class of Lie algebras, called extended affine Lie algebras EALA for
. Žshort and their root systems, called extended affine root systems EARS
.for short . EALAs are also known as quasi-simple Lie algebras.
Ž . Ž .EALAS are defined by specifying five axioms EA1 ] EA5 . Axiom
Ž .EA1 says that the algebra has an invariant nondegenerate symmetric
Ž .bilinear form. According to EA2 , the algebra has a finite dimensional
self-centralizing abelian subalgebra relative to which we obtain a root
Ž .space decomposition. Axiom EA3 says that elements from root spaces
corresponding to nonisotropic roots act locally nilpotent via the adjoint
* The results contained in this paper form part of the author's Ph.D. thesis at the
University of Saskatchewan. The author thanks his advisor, Professor Stephen Berman, for
his continuous guidance and encouragement.
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Ž . Ž .representation on the whole algebra. Axioms EA4 and EA5 declare
that the set of roots R of the algebra is discrete and that R is irreducible
in the usual sense and that isotropic roots are not isolated. Finite dimen-
sional simple Lie algebras and affine Kac-Moody algebras are examples of
EALAs.
w xThe definition of EARSs, given in AABGP , is a natural generalization
Ž . Ž . Žof a finite irreducible root system and is defined by axioms R1 ] R8 see
.Definition 1.1 . Besides the finite irreducible root systems the root systems
of affine Kac]Moody algebras are also examples of EARSs. More gener-
Ž .ally, the toroidal Lie algebras possibly with certain derivation added
w xstudied in BC, EMY1, EMY2, and EM also have root systems which are
EARSs.
The main object of study in this paper is the Weyl group of an extended
Žaffine root system which we call an extended affine Weyl group EAWG
.for short . The definition of an EAWG is a natural generalization of the
Ž .definition of an affine Kac]Moody Weyl group see Definition 2.14 .
Finite and affine Weyl groups are examples of EAWGs. Moreover toroidal
Weyl groups, the Weyl groups of toroidal root systems, are also EAWGs.
There is no need to emphasize the importance of Weyl groups in the
theory of Lie algebras. In particular, affine Weyl groups are among the
most important objects in the theory of affine Kac]Moody algebras. It is
Žnatural to expect a similar role for EAWGs in the theory of EALAs see
w xSa1, BGK, Kr, AABGP for some applications of EAWG in understanding
.the theory of EALAs and EARSs .
w x ŽIn 1985 K. Saito Sa1 , introduced axioms for EARSs the root systems
.which Saito considered contains only nonisotropic roots . He studied these
Ž .root systems and their Weyl groups and classified marked EARSs of
nullity 2. For Saito the Weyl group of an EARS is a subgroup of
automorphisms of the real span of roots. Even though that time there was
no specific description of the structure of EARSs of nullity ) 2, he was
Ž .able using the Eichler]Siegel map to describe the Weyl group as a
semidirect product of a finite Weyl group and an abelian normal subgroup.
He also obtained some results regarding a central extension of such Weyl
w xgroups. In 1992, Moody and Shi M-S studied toroidal Weyl groups. Their
work covers all EAWGs where the underlying root system R is simply
laced with rank ) 1. They also considered some special cases when R is
of type A . Regarding the structural theory of EAWGs the basic achieve-1
w xment in M-S is the unique expression they obtain for a typical element of
the Weyl group in terms of some naturally arisen transformations
Ž .Eichler]Siegel transformations , where the knowledge of the structure of
toroidal root systems plays an important role in this achievement. Based
won the knowledge of the structure of EARSs investigated in AABGP,
xChaps. II, III , our approach in the study of EAWGs will be similar to that
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w x w xof M-S . In fact the current paper, in part, is a generalization of the M-S
paper to all EAWGs when the root system R is reduced, i.e., R has one of
the types A, D, E, B, C, F, and G.
Section 1 gives the basic definitions and results about semilattices and
the structure of EARSs. The notion of index for a semilattice, given in
Ž w x.Definition 1.9, plays an important role in Section 4 see also A . In
Section 2, the general setup for the study of EAWGs is provided. The
notion of duality for finite and affine root systems is generalized to the
class of EARSs.
Section 3 deals with the structure of an EAWG W . It is shown that W is
Ça semidirect product of a finite Weyl group W and a characteristic
subgroup H of W , where H is a 2-step nilpotent abelian group with a
Ž .center which is a free abelian group of rank n n y 1 r2, n being the
nullity of the EARSs. Corollary 3.22 and Proposition 3.27 provide a unique
expression of elements in W which is crucial in giving a presentation,
called ``a presentation by conjugation,'' for W later in Section 5. We regard
this as the basic achievement in Section 3.
In Section 4, one of the characterizations of a basis for a finite or affine
root system is considered for the class of EARSs. Namely, for an EARS R
Ž .of type X, there exists a finite subset P X of nonisotropic roots so that
Ž .the set of nonisotropic roots can be recovered by the action on P X of
Ž .the subgroup W of W generated by reflections r , a g P X . More-P Ž X . a
Ž . Ž .over, P X has the least cardinality ind R q l q n with this property
Ž . Ž .where ind R is an isomorphic invariant of R see Definition 4.15 , l is the
rank of the finite root system attached to R, and n is the nullity of R. In
Ž .the finite or affine case, i.e., when n s 0 or 1, P X and W are just aP Ž X .
set of simple roots and the Weyl group of R.
The final Section, Section 5, is devoted to the study of Weyl groups of
EARSs of index zero. The main result of this section shows that the Weyl
group of an EARS of index zero has a presentation by conjugation
Ž .Theorem 5.15 .
1. BASICS
We start by giving the definition of an extended affine root system. We
w xrefer the reader to AABGP, Chap. II for a deeper study of EARS.
DEFINITION 1.1. Let V be a nontrivial finite dimensional real vector
Ž .space with a positive semidefinite symmetric bilinear form ., . and let R
be a subset of V . Let
R=s a g R : a , a / 0 and R0 s a g R : a , a s 0 . 4  4Ž . Ž .
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= q 0 qThen R s R j R where j means disjoint union. R is called an ex-
Ž .tended affine root system EARS in V if R satisfies the following axioms:
R1 0 g R , R2 yR s R , R3 R spans V ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
R4 a g R=« 2a f R , R5 R is discrete in V ,Ž . Ž .
R6 if a g R= and b g R , then there exist d , u g Z such thatŽ . G 0
 4  4b q na : n g Z l R s b y da , . . . , b q ua , and
a , bŽ .
d y u s 2 ,
a , aŽ .
= q  4R7 if R s R j R , where R , R s 0 ,Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
then either R or R is empty,1 2
R8 for any d g R0 , there exists a g R= such that a q d g R .Ž .
Two EARSs R and RX in V are said to be isomorphic, written R ( RX if
there exists a linear bijection w from V onto itself so that w preserves the
Ž . Ž . Xform ., . up to nonzero scalar and w R s R .
y0 0Ž .Let V s rad ., . and V [ VrV , and let : V “ V be the canonical
Ž . 0  Ž .map. Since ., . is positive semidefinite, we have V s a g V : a , a s
4 0 00 and so R s R l V . Also, there exists a unique symmetric bilinear
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .form ., . on V so that a , b s a , b for a , b g V . Then ., . is
 4positive definite on V . We set R s a : a g R . It turns out that R is an
Ž . Ž w x.irreducible finite root system including zero in V see AABGP, II.2.8 .
DEFINITION 1.2. The nullity of R is defined to be the dimension n of
0V , and the rank R is defined to be the dimension l of V . Elements of
0 =Ž . Ž .R R are called isotropic nonisotropic roots. R is called reduced if R
is reduced and the type of R is defined to be the type of R.
Throughout this work we assume that R is a reduced EARS. That is, R
Ž . Ž . Ž .has one of the types X s A l G 1 , D l G 4 , E , E , E , B l G 2 ,l l 6 7 8 l
Ž . Ž .C l G 3 , F , or G . Thus we consider all types except for type BC l G 1 .l 4 2 l
 4Fix a choice of a fundamental system P s a , . . . , a for R. Choose a1 l
Çfixed preimage a g R of a , 1 F i F l. Let V be the real span ofi i
Ç 0 y Ça , a , . . . , a . Then V s V [ V and restricts to an isometry of V1 2 l
Ç Çonto V . Let R be the set a 's g V for which a q d g R for someÇ
0 Çd g V . In other words, R is the image of R under the projection of V
y0Ç Ç Çonto V with kernel V . Thus, maps R bijectively onto R. Hence, R is a
yÇfinite root system in V which is isomorphic under to R. So the type of
Ç Ž .R is the same as the type of R, which by definition is the same as the
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w xtype of R. Moreover since R is reduced it follows from AABGP, II.2.11
Ç Çthat R : R. Since R is reduced the nonzero roots of R have at most two
root lengths. We will make the convention that
if X is simply laced then every root is a short root 1.3Ž .
Ç Ç Ç Ç 4Thus we can write R_ 0 s R j R , where R is the set of short rootssh l g sh
Ç Ç=Ž .and R is the set of long roots which might be empty of R .l g
We now need to introduce the notion of a semilattice which plays a
wcrucial role in the study of structure of EARSs. For details see AABGP,
xII .
DEFINITION 1.4. A semilattice in a real finite dimensional vector space
U is a subset S of U such that
S1 0 g S, S2 S " 2S : S, S3 S spans U , andŽ . Ž . Ž .
S4 S is discrete in U .Ž .
The rank of S is defined to be the dimension of U. One can easily see that
if S is a semilattice and d g S, then S q S is also a semilattice. Note that
Ž .the replacement of S2 by S " S : S in this definition gives one of the
equivalent definitions for a lattice in U.
² :We use the notation T for the additive subgroup generated by a
subset T of a real vector space U. If G and H are abelian groups with
w xH F G and H : S : G we denote by S : H the number of distinct cosets
of H in S.
w xPROPOSITION 1.5 AABGP, II.1.4 . Suppose that S is a subset of U. If S
² :is a semilattice in U and L s S , then L is a lattice in U so that
2L : S : L , and 2L q S : S. 1.6Ž .
Ž .Con¤ersely, if there exists a lattice L in U so that 1.6 holds, the S is a
semilattice in U.
Ž .Remark 1.7. Condition 1.6 can be given a simple interpretation.
Ž .Namely, given a lattice L in U, 1.6 is equivalent to saying that S is the
union of a set of cosets of 2L in L including the trivial coset 2L.
Therefore there is some nonnegative integer m so that
S s D m t q 2L ,Ž .is0 i
where t s 0 and the t 's represent distinct cosets of 2L in L . 1.8Ž .0 i
Ž .Clearly m is the smallest nonnegative integer so that 1.8 holds. In fact
w x nm s S : 2L y 1. Moreover if L s Ý Zd and d , . . . , d g S, then mis1 i 1 n
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G n and we can assume that t s d , . . . , t s d . We also remark that for1 1 n n
² :a semilattice S, the lattice S has a Z-basis consisting of elements of S,
Žand that any semilattice in a 1-dimensional vector space is a lattice see
w x.AABGP, II.1.11, II.1.7 .
² :DEFINITION 1.9. Let S be a semilattice in U and L s S . We define
Ž .the index of S, written ind S , to be the nonnegative integer m, so that
Ž . dim U1.8 holds. Then dim U F S F 2 y 1. We also have that any two
lattices of the same rank have the same index. One can easily verify that
for a semilattice S we have
ind S q d s ind S , 1.10Ž . Ž . Ž .
and that if S and S are semilattices with S s S [ S , then1 2 1 2
ind S s ind S ind S q ind S q ind S . 1.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
Let
0 ÇS s d g V : a q d g R , for some a g R 4sh
and
0 Ç ÇL s d g V : a q d g R , for some a g R if R / B . 1.12Ž .½ 5 ž /l g l g
0 Ž w x.Then S and L are semilattices in V see AABGP, II.2.30 . We then
Ž w x.have see AABGP, II, Sect. 2 if X is simply laced
ÇR s S q S j R q S , 1.13Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .where S is a lattice if rank R ) 1. If X is reduced and nonsimply laced
we have
Ç ÇR s S q S j R q S j R q L 1.14Ž . Ž .Ž . ž /sh l g
and
kS q L : L : S q L : S, 1.15Ž .
where
k s 3 if X s G and k s 2 otherwise. 1.16Ž .2
Further if R has type G or F , then S and L are lattices. If R has type2 4
Ž . Ž .B l G 3 , L is a lattice. Finally if R is of type C l G 3 , S is a lattice. If Rl l
Ž .has the form 1.14 , we write
Ç ÇR [ R q S and R [ R q Lsh sh l g l g
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and so
R s R0 j R j R and R=s R j R .sh l g sh l g
ÇWe note that the choice of the finite root system R is not unique. Indeed,
y Žit depends on the choice of the preimages in P under the map the type
. Ž X X.is however unique . Note that if S , L is a pair of semilattices which arise
Çin the structure of R for another choice of the finite root system R, then it
easily follows that
SX s S q d for some d g S and LX s L q l for some l g L,0 0 0 0
therefore
ind S s ind SX and ind L s ind LX . 1.17Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . 0DEFINITION 1.18. Suppose S, L is a pair of semilattices in V satisfy-
Ž . Ž . ² : ² : ² :ing 1.14 ] 1.16 . Then we have kS : L : S. Hence k S : L : S .
² : ² :Thus S r L can be identified with a quotient space of the vector space
² : ² : <² : ² : < tS rk S over F [ ZrkZ. Hence S r L s k , where 0 F t F n .k
Ž . Ž .The integer t is called the twist number of pair S, L . If R [ R X, S, L
Ž .is as in 1.14 we define the twist number of R to be the twist number of
Ž .S, L .
Ž . 0LEMMA 1.19. Let S, L be a pair of semilattices in V satisfying
Ž . Ž . 0 01.14 ] 1.16 with twist number t. Then there are subspaces V and V of1 2
V 0 and semilattices S and S of V 0 and V 0, respecti¤ely, so that1 2 1 2
V 0 s V 0 [ V 0 , dim V 0 s t , dim V 0 s n y t ,1 2 1 2 1.20Ž .
² : ² :S s S [ S and L s k S [ S .1 2 1 2
w xProof. For the case k s 2, see Proposition 4.17 of AABGP . The case
w xk s 3 follows easily from Proposition 4.15 of AABGP .
Ž .Suppose S, L , S , and S are as in Lemma 1.19. Then by Remark 1.71 2
there exist elements d , . . . , d in S and d , . . . , d in S such that1 t 1 tq1 n 2
t n n




² :L s k Zd ,Ý i i
is1
where k s k for 1 F i F t and k s 1 for t q 1 F i F n . 1.21Ž .i i
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2. EXTENDED AFFINE WEYL GROUPS
Ž .We recall that R is a reduced EARS. Therefore R has the form 1.13
Ž . Ž . Ž .or has the form 1.14 satisfying 1.15 and 1.16 .
Con¤ention 2.1. The twist number t and the integer k are defined for
Ž .nonsimply laced cases in Definition 1.18 and 1.16 . To be able to have a
single argument for both simply laced types and nonsimply laced types we
freely talk about semilattices S and L, twist number t and integer k where
we assume that
Çif X is simply laced then R s B, t s n , and k s 1. 2.2Ž .l g
Ž .Also we assume that 1.15 holds only when X is nonsimply laced.
Therefore, from now on, no matter what the type, X, of R is, we write
Ç ÇR s S q S j R q S j R q L . 2.3Ž . Ž .Ž . ž /sh l g
Ž 0.U 0 Ž .Let V be the real dual space of V . We define the bilinear form ?, ?
Ä Ç 0 0 UŽ .on the l q 2n dimensional vector space V [ V [ V [ V so that
v ?, ? extends the form ?, ? on V ,Ž . Ž .
U U U0 0 0Çv  4  4V , V s 0 , V , V s 0 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . 2.4Ž .
U0 0
v V , V is the natural pairing.Ž .Ž .
ÄŽ .Clearly the form ?, ? is nondegenerate on V . We normalize the
bilinear form so that
a , a s 2 if a g R and a , a s 2k if a g R . 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž .sh l g
k ÄŽ . Ž .If a [ 2ar a , a for a g V with a , a / 0, then we have
1
k ka s a if a g R and a s a if a g R . 2.6Ž .sh l gk
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Ž w xA quick look at the realization of finite root systems see H, J , for
.example gives the following data which we shall use in sequel without any
further reference.
Type B2
ÆŽ .a , b b g R b g Rsh l g
 4  4a g R 0, " 2 "1sh
 4  4a g R "2 0, " 2l g
Ž .Type B l G 3l
ÆŽ .a , b b g R b g Rsh l g
 4  4a g R 0, " 2 0, " 1sh
 4  4a g R 0, " 2 0, " 1, " 2l g
Ž .Type C l G 3l
ÆŽ .a , b b g R b g Rsh l g
 4  4a g R 0, " 1, " 2 0, " 1sh
 4  4a g R 0, " 2 0, " 2l g
Type F4
ÆŽ .a , b b g R b g Rsh l g
 4  4a g R 0, " 1 0, " 1sh
 4  4a g R 0, " 2 0, " 1, " 2l g
Type G2
ÆŽ .a , b b g R b g Rsh l g
 4  4a g R "1, " 2 0, " 1sh
 4  4a g R 0, " 3 "1, " 2l g
Before giving the definition for an extended affine Weyl group we define
a notion of duality and follow this with a result.
ÇIt is well known that if R is a finite root system of type X, then
Çk k Ç= k k 4  4R s a : a g R j 0 is a finite root system of type X , where X
is the type of the finite root system corresponding to the Dynkin diagram
Ç Çkobtained by reversing the arrows of the Dynkin diagram of R. R is called
Çthe dual of R. One notes that
1
kÇ Ç Ç 4R _ 0 s R j R ,sh l gk
Ç Ž .where the integer k depends on the type X of R and is defined as in 1.16
Ž .and 2.2 . For extended affine root system R we set
=k  k =4R s a : a g R ,
2.7Ž .2dk0 0 =R s : d g R , a g R , a q d g R ,½ 5a q d , a q dŽ .
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and
Rks R=kj R0 k.
PROPOSITION 2.8. If R has type X, then Rk is an EARS of type X k.
Ç ÇŽ . Ž . Ž .Moreo¤er if X is not simply laced and R s S q S j R q S j R q Lsh l g
Ž .is an expression of R in the form 2.3 with nullity n and twist number t, then
Rk has nullity n and twist number n y t. Furthermore
1 1 1 1
k Ç ÇR s L q L j R q L j R q S . 2.9Ž .Ž .l g shž / ž /k k k k
Ž . kProof. If X is simply laced then from 2.5 we have R s R and
X ks X, so we are done. Now suppose X is not simply laced. We first
Ç ÇŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .prove that if R s S q S j R q S j R q L , then 2.9 holds.sh l g
k k Ž .Clearly R s R and R s 1rk R . So it only remains to show thatsh sh l g l g
0 k Ž . k 0 kR s 1rk L q L . First we show the inclusion : . Let s g R . Then
k Ž . 0 =s s 2dr b q d , b q d for some d g R and b g R with b q d g R.
k 0 Ž .If b g R , then s s d g R s S q S : 1rk L q L . If b g R , thensh l g
Ç Ç Ç Çb s b q l for some b g R and l g L. Since b q l q d g R, we havel g
l q d g L. So
2d 1 1 1
ks s s d g L y l : L q L .Ž . Ž .
2k k k k
0 k Ž . Ž .Thus R : 1rk L q L . Next, let d g 1rk L q L . Then kd g L q L :
0 ÇS : R . Therefore there is l g L so that kd y l g L. Let a g R andÇ l g
Ž .b s a y l. Then b g R and b q kd s a q kd y l g R . So by defi-Ç Çl g l g
0 k Ž . 0 k Ž .nition of R we have d s 2kdr b q kd , b q kd g R . Hence 2.9
w x k Ž .holds. By AABGP, II.2.37 , R is an EARS if S and 1rk L are
semilattices in V 0 so that
1 1
L q S : L and L q S : S. 2.10Ž .
k k
Ž Ž . . 0But S and L and so 1rk L are semilattices in V . Also the inclusions
Ž . Ž .in 2.10 follow immediately from 1.15 . To conclude, it only remains to
show that R k has type X k, nullity n , and twist number n y t. By
Definition 1.2, Rk has nullity n and by Definition 1.18 Rk has twist
X tX <²Ž . : ² : < X t <² :number t where k s 1rk L r S . But t s n y t since k s S r
² : < Ž . kL . From 2.9 we see that R has the same type of root system as
Ç Ç Çk kŽ .  4R j 1rk R j 0 s R . Thus it has type X . This completes thesh l g
proof.
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Remark 2.11. The notion of duality can be defined similarly for EARS
Ž .of type BC. Indeed, if R is an EARS of type BC l G 1 of nullity n andl
Ž . Ž w x. ktwist-triple t , t, t see Definition 4.34 of AABGP, II and R is1 2
Ž . kdefined by 2.7 , then R is an EARS of type BC of nullity n andl
Ž . Ž w x.twist-triple n y t , n q t y t , n y t see A, 2.18 .2 2 1
Ä ÄŽ . Ž .For a g V with a , a / 0 we define the reflection r g GL V bya
r l s l y l, a k a . 2.12Ž . Ž . Ž .a
Then
Äthe form ., . is invariant under any reflection r , a g V ,Ž . a
Ä 2.13Ž .a nonisotropic, and r r r s r for any a , b g V ,b a b r Ža .b
a , b nonisotropic.
Ž .DEFINITION 2.14. The extended affine Weyl group W EAWG of R isR
Ä =Ž .defined to be the subgroup of GL V generated by reflects r , a g R .a
When there is no confusion we simply write W instead of W . One can seeR
that isomorphic EARSs have isomorphic EAWGs.
Ž .Note that from R6 we have
W R : R . 2.15Ž .
The following lemma will be used in the sequel in different places.
Ç= Ç=Ž . ² :LEMMA 2.16. i If X s A , then W R : R q 2 S .1
Ç ÇŽ . Ž . ² :ii If X s B l G 2 , then W R : R q L .l sh sh
Ç ÇŽ . Ž . ² :iii If X s B or X s C l G 3 , then W R : R q 2 S .2 l l g l g
Ž . =Proof. i Since W is generated by reflections r , a g R and W fixesa
0 Ç= Ç=Ž . ² :pointwise V , it is enough to show that r R : R q 2 S for alla
= = Ç=a g R . So let a s a q d g R , a g R , d g S. ThenÇ Ç
Ç= ² :r "a s " a y 2 a q d s " ya y 2d g R q 2 S .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç Ç Ç Ça
Ç=  4Since R s a , ya we are done.Ç Ç
Ç Ç =Ž . Ž . ² :ii We only need to show that r R : R q L for all a g R .a sh sh
= ÇSo let a g R s R j R . If a g R , then a s a q d , a g R , d g S.Ç Çsh l g sh sh
Then
Ç Ç Ç Ç k Çr R s r R : R y R , a d : R q 2ZdÇŽ . Ž . ž /a sh aqd sh sh sh shÇ
Ç Ç² : ² :: R q 2 S : R q L .sh sh
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ÇIf a g R , then a s a q d , a g R , d g L. SoÇ Çl g l g
Ç Ç Ç Ç k Ç Ç ² :r R s r R : R y R , a d : R q Zd : R q L .ÇŽ . Ž . ž /a sh aqd sh sh sh sh shÇ
Ç ÇŽ . Ž . ² :iii Again we only need to show that r R : R q 2 S for alla l g l g
= Ça g R s R j R . If a g R , then a s a q d , a g R , d g S. ThenÇ Çsh l g sh sh
Ç Ç Ç Ç k Ç Ç ² :r R s r R : R y R , a d : R q 2Zd : R q 2 S .Çž / ž / ž /a l g aqd l g l g l g l g l gÇ
ÇIf a g R , then a s a q d , a g R , d g L. SoÇ Çl g l g
Ç Ç Ç Ç k Çr R s r R : R y R , a d : R q 2ZdÇž / ž / ž /a l g aqd l g l g l g l gÇ
Ç Ç² : ² :: R q 2 L : R q 2 S .l g l g
X X X Ç X Ç XŽ . Ž . Ž .Now let R s S q S j R q S j R q L be another EARS insh l g
Ž . ² X: ² : ² X: ² :V of the form 2.3 with S s S and L s L . Then we have
LEMMA 2.17. If R : RX then W X R=: R=.R
Proof. We consider the following cases:
Ž . Ž X .X1 X s A . By Lemma 2.16 replacing R with R and W with W ,1 R R
we have
= Ç= Ç= X² :X XW R s W R q S : R q 2 S q SŽ .R R
Ç= Ç= =² :s R q 2 S q S : R q S s R .
Ž . w x2 X is simply laced with rank ) 1. By AABGP, II.2.3.7 in this
² : ² X: X X =Xcase S is a lattice, so S s S s S s S . Thus R s R and so W R sR
W R=: R=.R
Ž . Ž . X X3 X s B l G 2 . We need to show W R : R and W R : R .l R sh sh R l g l g
Ç Ç X ÇŽ . ² :X XBy Lemma 2.16, we have W R s W R q S : R q L q S s RR sh R sh sh sh
Ç² : Xq L q S : R q S s R . To show W R : R we note that if l G 3,sh sh R l g l g
w x ² : ² X: X Xthen by AABGP, II.2.37 L s L and so R s R . Then W R sl g l g R l g
W X RX : RX s R . So it only remains to consider the case l s 2. If l s 2,R l g l g l g
then Lemma 2.16 gives
Ç Ç X² :X XW R s W R q L : R q 2 S q Lž /R l g R l g l g
Ç Ç² :s R q 2 S q L : R q L s R .l g l g l g
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Ž . Ž . w x ² : ² X:4 X s C l G 3 . By AABGP, II.2.37 S s S and so R sl sh
RX . Thussh
W X R : W X RX : RX s R .R sh R sh sh sh
Also by Lemma 2.16, we have
Ç Ç X² :X XW R s W R q L : R q 2 S q Lž /R l g R l g l g
Ç Ç² :s R q 2 S q L : R q L s R .l g l g l g
Ž . w x X X5 X s F or G. By ABGP, II.2.37 S, S , L, and L are lattices.4
X = = =
XTherefore R s R and so W R s W R : R .R R
We will use the symbol 1 for the notion of ``normal subgroup.''
PROPOSITION 2.18. Let RX be the root system defined abo¤e and let
R : RX. Then W 1 W X .R R
Proof. Since R : RX we have S : SX, L : LX and W : W X . By LemmaR R
2.13 the normality of W in W X is clear from the fact W X R=: R= whichR R R
we have seen in Lemma 2.17.
ÄStarting from EARS R we now introduce a new EARS R as follows.
If X is simply laced we set
Ä Ç² : ² :R s S j R q SŽ .
and if X is nonsimply laced and reduced we set
Ä Ä Ç² : ² : ² :R s S j R q S j R q L .Ž . ž /sh l g
Ä Äw xBy AABGP, II.2.37 R is an EARS of type X. It is clear that R has the
Ä Äsame twist number of R. We denote by W the EAWG of R. We will study
Äthe Weyl group W through W which is easier to study since all semilat-R
Ätices appearing in the structure of R are lattices. It is easy to see that
Äi The bilinear form ?, ? is W-invariant,Ž . Ž .
y1 Ä= Äii wr w s r for a g R , w g W ,Ž . a wa 2.19Ž .
Äiii W 1 W .Ž .
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3. STRUCTURE OF EXTENDED AFFINE WEYL GROUPS
Ç ÇLet A be the Cartan matrix corresponding to R with respect to the
Ç Ä l n 4fundamental system P s a , . . . , a . Then V s Ý R a [ Ý Rd [1 l is1 i is1 i
n Ž 0.UÝ RL , where L , . . . , L is the basis of V dual to d , . . . , d .is1 i 1 n 1 n
Here we need to introduce some notation. Let ZT denote the Z-span of
a subset T in V . We set
 4J s 1, 2, . . . , n
 4  4J s 1, . . . , t s i g J : k / 1 , J s J _ J ,s i l s
Ç Ç Ç Ç Ç ÇQ s Z R , Q s Z R , Q s Z R ,s sh l l g
Ä Ç nQ s Z R s Z R s Q q Ý Zdis1 i
3.1Ž .
Ä Ç n Ç ² :Q s Z R s Z R s Q q Ý Zd s Q q S ,s sh sh s is1 i s
Ä Ç n Ç ² :Q s Z R s Z R s Q q Ý k Zd s Q q L ,l l g l g l is1 i i l
and
Ç Ä² :W s r : 1 F i F l F GL VŽ .a i
Ç ÇŽ .Note that W can be identified as a subspace of GL V and so is
Ç < <isomorphic to the finite Weyl group of R. Also note that J s t ands
< <J s n y t. It is easy to see thatl
Ç Ç ÇkQ : Q : Q and kQ : Q : Q . 3.2Ž .s l s s l s
0 ÄLet a g V be nonisotropic and d g V . Then, for l g V ,
1k k k kr r l s l y l, d a q l, a y a , a l, d d . 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .aqd a 2
k ÄŽ . Ž .Therefore if a s 1rk a in particular if a g R we havel g
1 1 1 1 1
r r l s l y l, d a q l, a y a , a l, d d ,Ž . Ž . Ž .aqd a ž / ž /k k 2 k k
3.4Ž .
k ÄŽ .and if a s a in particular if a g R we havesh
1r r l s l y l, d a q l, a y a , a l, d d . 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .aqd a 2
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Ž i. Ä ÄThis leads us to define, for i g J, and a g Q, the linear map t : V “ Va
given by
1 1 1 1
Ž i.t l [ l y l, d a q l, a y a , a l, d d . 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a i i iž / ž /k 2 k k
It is easy to see that for all n g Z, i g J, and b g Q,
1
Ž i. Ž i.t s 1 and t b s b q b , a d . 3.7Ž . Ž .nd a ii ž /k
The proof of the following lemma is straightforward.
LEMMA 3.8. For i g J, we ha¤e
Ž i. Ž i. Ž i. Ž i. ÄŽ . Ž .i t t s t , for all a , b g Q. Hence t g Aut V .a b aqb a
Ä 0Ž . Ž .ii For any T g GL V satisfying that T fixes pointwise V and the
Ž . Ž i. y1 Ž i.bilinear form ?, ? is in¤ariant under T we ha¤e Tt T s t .a Ta
Ž i. y1 Ž i. ÄŽ .iii wt w s t , for a g Q, w g W .a wa
Ž . Ž j. Ž i. Ž j. Ž i.Ž j.iv t t t s t for i, j g J, a , b g Q.a b ya t Ž b .a
Ä= nLEMMA 3.9. Let a g R and d s Ý m d , m g Z. Thenis1 i i i
ÄŽ .i If a g R , we ha¤el g
m mm ny1 1nŽ i. Žn . Žny1. Ž1.r r s t , and r r s t t ??? t .Ž . Ž . Ž .aqd a a aqd a aqbn aqb Žaqb .i ny1 1
where b s 0 and b [ Ý jy1m d , 2 F j F n .1 j is1 i i
ÄŽ .ii If a g R , we ha¤esh
r r s t Ž i. andaqd a k ai
m m mn ny1 1Žn . Žny1. Ž1.r r s t t ??? t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .aqd a kŽaqb . kŽaqb . kŽaqb .n ny1 1
where b s 0 and b [ Ý jy1m d , 2 F j F n .1 j is1 i i
Ž . Ž . Ž i. jy1Proof. i From 3.4 , we get r r s t . Now let b [ Ý m d . Ifaqd a a j is1 i ii
m ) 0, then we havei
r s r s t Ž i. raqm d aqŽm y1.d qd aqŽm y1.d aqŽm y1.di i i i i i i i i
s t Ž i. t Ž i. raqŽm y1.d aqŽm y2.d aqŽm y2.di i i i i i
...
s t Ž i. t Ž i. ??? t Ž i.r .aqŽm y1.d aqŽm y2.d a ai i i i
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Ž i. Ž i. Ž i. Ž i. Ž Ž i..m iSince t s t t and t s 1 for all n g Z, then r r s t saqnd a nd nd aqm d a ai i i I iŽ i. Ž Ž i. .ym it . If m - 0, then ym ) 0 and r r s r r s t sm a i i aqm d a yaym d ya yai i i i i
t Ž i. . Thenm ai
r s r s t Žn . rŽ .aqd aqb qm d m Žaqb . aqbn n n n n n
mnŽn .s t rŽ .m Žaqb . aqb qm dn n ny1 ny1 ny1
m mn ny1Žn . Žny1.s t t rŽ . Ž .m Žaqb . m Žaqb . aqbn n ny1 ny1 ny1
...
m mn 1Žn . Ž1.s t ??? t r .Ž .Ž .aqb a an
Ž .This finishes the proof of i .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii Using 3.5 with an analogous argument as in part i we get ii .
ÄTo study the structure of the EAWG W and W we need to define some
new terms. We will use the symbol F for the notion of ``subgroup.'' Let
Ä Ä= 0 Ä= Ä² :H [ r r : a g R , d g V , a q d g R F Waqd a
and
² = 0 =:H [ r r : a g R , d g V , a q d g R F W . 3.10Ž .aqd a
Ä Ä ÄLEMMA 3.11. H 1 W , H 1 W , and H 1 W .
Ä Ä ÄProof. Since H : H : W and W : W , we just need to show that H and
Ä Ä Ž .H are normal in W . From Lemma 2.19 ii we have
wr r wy1 s wr wy1 wr wy1 s r r ,aqd a aqd a waqd wa
Ä Ä= Ä Ä Ä Ä=for any w g W and a g R . We have W R : R, so wa g R and wa q d
Ä= Ä ÄŽ .s w a q d g R . Thus from the definition of H we have r r g H.waqd wa
= = ŽIf a g R , then from Lemma 2.17 we have wa g R and wa q d s w a
. =q d g R . Thus by definition of H, we have r r g H. Hencewaqd wa
Ä Ä ÄH 1 W and H 1 W .
Ä Ž i.² Ž . Ž . Ž .:LEMMA 3.12. H s t : i, a g J = Q j J = kQ .a l l s s
Proof. Let us denote by T the right hand side of this statement. First
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Äwe show that T : H. We do this in the following two steps:
Ä Ç nŽ .1 Let i g J and a g R s R q Ý k Zd . Since k s 1, wel l g l g js1 j j i
Ä Ž i.Ž .have a q d g R . By Lemma 3.9 i , we have t s r r g H. Nowi l g a aqd ai
Ž i. ÄŽ .Lemma 3.8 i implies that t g H, for all a g Q .a l
Ä Ç n ÄŽ .2 Let i g J and a g R s R q Ý Zd . Then a q d g R .s sh sh js1 j i sh
Ž i. ÄŽ . Ž .By Lemma 3.9 ii , we have t s r r g H. Again Lemma 3.8 i impliesk a aqd aiŽ i. Ä Ä Äthat t g H for all a g Q . Thus T : H. We now show that H : T. Letk a s
Ä= n Ä=a g R , d s Ý m d , and a q d g R . We must show that r r g T.is1 i i aqd a
Ä Ž .First let a g R . By Lemma 3.9 i , we havel g
m m mn ny1 1Žn . Žny1. Ž1.r r s t t ??? t , 3.13Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .aqd a aqb aqb an ny1
where b s 0 and b s Ý jy1m d , for 2 F j F n . We notice here that1 j is1 i i
Ä Ç Ä² : ² :since R s R q L and L is a lattice we have a q b g R for alll g l g j l g
Ž . Ž Ž j. .m jj, 1 F j F n . By 3.13 , it is enough to show that t g T for 1 F j F n .aqb j
Ž . Ž j. Ž Ž j. .If j g J , then j, a q b g J = Q and so t g T. Thus t g T.l j l l aqb aqbj j
² : nNow let j g J . Then k s k. Since d g L s Ý k Zd we have m gs j js1 j j j
kZ. Let m s kmX for some mX g Z. We have a q b g Q : Q , soj j j j l s
Ž Ž .. Ž j.j, k a q b g J = kQ . Thus t g T. This givesj s s kŽaqb .j
m X mXk mj jjŽ j. Ž j. Ž j.t s t s t g T .ž / ž / ž /aqb aqb kŽaqb .j j j
Ä ÄThis takes care of the case in which a g R . Now let a g R . By Lemmal g sh
Ž .3.9 ii , we have
m m mn ny1 1Žn . Žny1. Ž1.r r s t t ??? t ,Ž .Ž . Ž .aqd a kŽaqb . kŽaqb . k an ny1
jy1 Ä Ç ² :where b s 0 and b s Ý m d , for j, 1 F j F n . Since R s R q S1 j is1 i i sh sh
Ä² :and S is a lattice, a q b g R for 2 F j F n . We are done if we showj sh
Ž Ž j.m j . Ž Ž ..that t g T for 2 F j F n . Now if j g J , then j, k a q b g J =kŽaqb . s j sj
Ž j. Ž Ž j. .m j ŽkQ and so t g T. Then t g T. If j g J , we have k a qs kŽaqb . kŽaqb . lj j
. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..b g kQ : Q see 3.2 and so j, k a q b g J = Q . Thusj s l j l l
j m jŽ .t g T. This completes the proof of the lemma.kŽaqb .j
We set
c s t Ž i. i , j g J ,Ž .i j yd j
Ž i. Ž i. Ç² :H s t : a g Q i g J ,Ž .l a l l 3.14Ž .
Ž i. Ž i. Ç² :H s t : a g kQ i g J .Ž .s a s s
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ÄThen for i, j g J and l g V we have
1 1
c l s l y l, d d q l, d d , c s 1, and c c s 1.Ž . Ž .Ž .i j j i i j i i i j jik k
3.15Ž .
Ž i. Ä Ž i. ÄLEMMA 3.16. H F H F H for i g J and H F H F H for i g J .l l s s
Ç Ž i.Proof. If i g J and a g R , then a q k d s a q d g R . Thus tl l g i i i l g a
Ž i. ÇŽ .s r r g H. From Lemma 3.8 i we get t g H for all a g Q andaqd a a li Ž i. Ä Çtherefore H F H F H. If i g J and a g R , then a q d g R . Thusl s sh i sh
Ž i. Ž i. ÇŽ .t s r r g H. So by Lemma 3.8 i , t g H for all a g Q . This givesk a aqd a k a siŽ i. ÄH F H F H.s
Remark 3.17. If n s 1, then we are in the case of theory of affine Weyl
groups which is known. So for the sake of simplicity we assume from now
Ž w x .on that n ) 1. However, as is known see Ka , for example , Proposition
3.27 of this section is valid for the case n s 1. So we will refer to
Proposition 3.27, in future sections, for n G 1.
Let
Ä² :C s c : i , j g J F GL V ,Ž .i j
Ä ÄZ s C l H ,
and
ÄZ s Z l H s C l H .
ÄŽ . Ž .From 2.6 we have that a , a s 2k for a g R . Then it follows thatl g
Ž . Ž .a , b g kZ for a , b g Q . Because of this, part iv of the followingl
lemma makes sense.
ÄŽ . Ž .LEMMA 3.18. i C, Z, and Z are free abelian groups of rank n n y 1 r2,
Ä 0Ž . Ž .ii For any T g GL V such that T fixes pointwise V and the
Ž .bilinear form ?, ? is in¤ariant under T we ha¤e c T s Tc , i, j g J.i j i j
Žn. Žn. ÄŽ .iii wc s c w and c t s t c , for any w g W , i, j, n g J andi j i j i j a a i j
a g Q.
Ž . Ž Ž i. Ž j.. Ž1r k .Ža , b . Ž .iv t , t s c , a , b g Q , i, j g J, where x, y sa b i j l
xyxy1 yy1 is the group commutator.
ÄŽ .Proof. First it is easy to see that C is an abelian subgroup of Aut V .
Ž . Ž .  4By 3.15 , C is generated by n n y 1 r2 elements c : i, j g J, i - j .i j
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ni j ÄSuppose Ł c s 1 for some integers n . Then for l g V we havei- j i j i j
1ni jl s c l s l q n l, d d y l, d d ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł Ýi j i j i j j iki-j i-j
so n l, d d y l, d d s 0.Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý i j i j j i
i-j
Substituting l s L , k g J, we get n s 0 for all i, j g J, i - j. So C isk i j
Ä Ž .free. To show Z and Z are abelian groups of rank n n y 1 r2 it is
enough to show that for any i, j g J there exist some nonzero integers ni j
such that cni j g Z. This is because any nontrivial subgroup of a freei j
Ä Çabelian group is free and Z : Z : C. Fix i, j g J and a g R . We haveÇ sh
a q S q kS : a q S : R . Therefore a q d , a y kd and a q d y kdÇ Ç Ç Ç Çsh i j j i j
Ž .are in R . Now by Lemma 3.9 ii , we havesh
r r s t Ž i. s t Ž i. t Ž i. 2 s t Ž i. ck 2 .ž /aqd ykd aykd kŽaykd . k a yk d k a i jÇ Ç Ç Ç Çi j j j j
Ž Ž i. .We have t s r r g H and r r g H. Thereforek a aqd a aqd ykd aykdÇ Ç Ç Ç Çi i j j
c k
2 s t Ž i. r r g H l C s Z .i j k a aykd qd aykdÇ Ç Çj i j
Ž .This completes the proof of part i .
Ž . Ž . y1 Ž i. y1 Ž i. Ž i.ii By Lemma 3.8 ii , we have Tc T s Tt T s t s ti j yd T Žyd . ydj j j
s c .i j
Ž . Ž .iii This follows immediately from ii .
Ž . Ž .iv Using Lemma 3.8 and 3.7 we have
t Ž i. , t Ž j. s t Ž i.t Ž j.t Ž i. t Ž j. s t Ž j.Ž i. t Ž j. s t Ž j.Ž i. s cŽ1r k .Ža , b . .Ž .a a a b ya yb t Ž b . yb t Ž b .yb i ja a
Ž .From part iii of Lemma 3.18 we have
Ä ÄŽ . Ž .COROLLARY 3.19. Z : Cent W and Z : Cent W .
Ä Ä Ž i. Ž j.Ž . Ž .Ž .COROLLARY 3.20. i H s Z Ł H Ł H .ig J s jg J ls l
Ž . Ž Ž i..Ž Ž j..ii H s Z Ł H Ł H .ig J s jg J ls l
Ä Ä Ž i. ÄŽ .Proof. i We have Z : H and by Lemma 3.16, H : H for i g Js s
Ž j. Ä Ž .and H : H for j g J . Thus the right hand side of the equality in i is al l
Ä Äsubset of H. To show H is a subset of the right hand side, we only need to
Ž i. Ä Ž i. Ž j.Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Žshow that t g Z Ł H Ł H for all i, a g J = Q j Ja ig J s jg J l l l ss l
. Ž .= kQ , this is because of Lemma 3.12. First let i, a g J xR . Thens l l g
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n Ça s a q d , where d s Ý m d , a g R , and m g Z. SoÇ Çis1 i i l g i
m m mn ny1 1Ž i. Ž i. Ž i. Ž i. Ž i. Ž i. Ž i. Ž i.t s t t s t t t ??? t s t zŽ . Ž . Ž .a a d a d d d aÇ Ç Çn ny1 1
Ž i. Ž i. Ä Äfor some z g C. Therefore z s t t g H l C s Z. Thusya aÇ
Ž i. Ä Ž i. Ž j.t g Z H H .Ł Ła s lž / ž /
igJ jgJs l
Ž i. Ä Ž i. Ž j.Ž . Ž .Ž .Then from Lemma 3.8 i we get that t g Z Ł H Ł H fora ig J s jg J ls l
Ž . Ž .any i, a g J = Q . Now let i, ka g J = kR where a s a q d , a gÇ Çl l s sh
n Ž .R and d s Ý m d , m g Z. Then as in the first part of i we getsh is1 i i i
t Ž i. s t Ž i. s t Ž i. t Ž i. s t Ž i. zk a k aqkd k a kd k aÇ Ç Ç
Ä Äfor some z g C. Then z g H l C s Z. Thus
Ž i. Ä Ž i. Ž j.t g Z H H .Ł Łk a s lž / ž /
igJ jgJs l
Ž i. Ä Ž i. Ž j.Ž . Ž .Ž .Again using Lemma 3.8 i we get t g Z Ł H Ł H for anyk a ig J s jg J ls l
Ž .i, a g J = Q .s s
Ž .ii By Lemma 3.16, the right hand side is a subset of H. Now that
Ä Ž .h g H. Since H : H, then by part i , there are elements z g C and
X Ž Ž i..Ž Ž j.. Xh g P H Ł H such that h s zh . We are done if we showig J s jg J ls l
Ä X Xy1that z g Z. But h g H, so z s hh g C l H s Z. This completes the
proof.
ÄBy the above corollary, any element h g H can be written in the form
Ž i. Ž j. X Ç X Ç ÄX Xh s z t t a g Q , b g Q , z g Z . 3.21Ž .Ł Łk a b i s j lž /ž / ž /i j
igJ jgJs l
Ä Ž .COROLLARY 3.22. Let h g H be written in the form 3.21 . Then the a 'si
and b 's are independent of the choice of the order of the product. Inj
particular if we take the natural ordering on J and J , then the expression ofs l
Ä Ž .h g H in the form 3.21 is unique.
Proof. Let p g J, j g J and i g J . Thenl s
1
Ž j. 0Çfor b g Q , t L ’ L y d b mod V ,Ž .l b p p p jk
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and
Ç Ž i. 0for a g Q , t L ’ L y d a mod V .Ž .s k a p p p j
Ž . Ž .Then considering 3.7 and 3.15 we have
1
Ž p. 0if p g J , hL ’ zt L ’ L y b mod V ,Ž .l p b p p pp k
and
if p g J , hL ’ zt Ž p.L ’ L y a mod V 0 .Ž .s p k a p p pp
Ä ÄRemark 3.23. Note that the Corollary 3.22 is valid replacing H and Z
with H and Z, respectively.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Recall that if G is a group with G, G : Cent G , when a, b s
abay1 by1 is the group commutator, then
x , y s x , y for x , y g G, I a finite set. 3.24Ž . Ž .Ł Łi i iž /
igI igI
Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 3.25. i Z s Cent H and Z s Cent H .
Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .ii H, H s H, H : Z.
Ä ÄŽ .iii Both HrZ and HrZ are canonically isomorphic to the direct
Ç Ž .product of t copies of kQ and n y t copies of Q .s l
Ä ÄŽ . Ž .Proof. i From Corollary 3.19 we have Z : Cent H . Now let h g
Ä Ä Ž i. Ž j.Ž . Ž .Ž .Cent H : H. Let h s z Ł t Ł t be an expression of h inig J k a jg J bs i l j
Ž . Ž Ž p.. Ž . Ž Ž p..the form 3.21 . We have h, t s 1 for all p, a g J = Q , and h, tk a s s b
Ž . Ž .s 1 for all p, b g J = Q . Thus for p, a g J = Q we have, usingl l l l
Ž .3.24 ,
1s h , t Ž p. s t Ž i. t Ž j. , t Ž p. s t Ž i. , t Ž p. t Ž j. , t Ž p.Ž . Ł Ł Ł ŁŽ . ž /a k a b a k a a b až / ž /i j i jž /igJ jgJ igJ jgJs l s l
s cŽa i , a . cŽ1r k .Ž b j , a . ,Ł Łi p j p
igJ jgJs l
where the last equality follows from Lemma 3.18. Now using Lemma
Ž . Ž . Ž .3.18 i we get that a , a s 0 for all i g J , a g Q and b , a s 0 for alli s l j
Ç Ç Çj g J , a g Q . Since span Q s V and the restriction of the form on Vl l R l
is positive definite we get that a s 0 for all i g J and b s 0 for alli s j
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Ä Ä ÄŽ .j g J . Thus h g Z and Cent H s Z. We can use a similar argument tol
Ž . Ž .see that Cent H s Z see Remark 3.23 .
Ž . Ž .ii The equality follows from Corollary 3.20 and part i , and the
Ž .inclusion follows from Lemma 3.18 iv .
Ž .iii We consider the surjective group homomorphisms
Ä Ç Ç Ç ÇH “ kQ = ??? = kQ = Q = ??? = Qs s l l
Ç Çt-times kQ and n y t -times Q ,Ž .Ž .s l
Ç Ç Ç ÇH “ kQ = ??? = kQ = Q = ??? = Qs s l l
Ç Çt-times kQ and n y t -times Q ,Ž .Ž .s l
h s z t Ž i. t Ž j. ‹ ka , . . . , ka , b , . . . , b .Ž .Ł Łk a b 1 t tq1 nž / ž /i j
igJ jgJs l
Note that by Corollary 3.22, the above maps are well defined. It is clear
Äthat the kernels of these homomorphisms are Z and Z, respectively.
Ž .The following example shows that the inclusion in part ii of Proposi-
tion 3.25 can be proper.
Ç Ž .EXAMPLE 3.26. Let R be a finite root system of type A including 0 .1
Çw xThen by AABGP, II.2.37 R s R [ Zd [ Zd is an extended affine root1 2
Ž . =system of type A . Using Lemma 3.18 iv , we have for any a , b g R ,1
Ž Ž i. Ž j.. Ža , b . Ž .t , t s c , 1 F i, j F 2. Since a , b g 2Z for any a , b g R, wea b i j
Ž . =get c f H, H . On the other hand if a g R , then a s d q d andi j i j
a q d are in R=, i - j and r r s t Ž i. s t Ž i.cy1. Thereforei aqd qd aqd aqd a i ji j i j
Ž i. Ž i. Ž .c s t t g H l C s Z. Thus c g Z _ H, H .i j yayd a i jj
Ä Ç Ä ÇPROPOSITION 3.27. W s W A H and W s W A H.
Ä Ç= 0Proof. Each generator of W has the form r where a g R , d g VÇaqdÇ
Ä Ä Ä Ç Ä² :and a q d g R. Since r r g H, we have W s W , H . A similar argu-Ç aqd aÇ Ç
Ä Ä² :ment shows that W s W , H . By Lemma 3.11, H 1 W and H 1 W . We
Ä Ç Ç Ä Äneed to show that H l W s 1 and H l W s 1. But H : H and W : W , so
Ä Çwe only need to show that H l W s 1. For this it is enough to show that
Ä Ä Ç ÄH is a torsion free subgroup of W , since W is a finite subgroup of W . Let
Ä nh g H, h / 1, and h s 1 for some n g Z. We want to show n s 0. Let
Ž Ž i. .Ž Ž j.. Ž .h s z Ł t Ł t be an expression of h in the form 3.21 . Ifig J k a jg J bs i l j
n n Äa s b s 0 for all i g J and j g J , then h s z . Since Z is a freei j s l
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abelian group we get n s 0. Now assume there is some i g J so that0 s
Ž .a / 0. By Lemma 3.18 iv and Proposition 3.25,i0
n Ž i. Ž j. Ž i0 . X X Äh s t t t z for some z g Z .Ł Łnk a nb nk až /ž /i j i0 4 jgJigJ _ i ls 0
ÇSince the restriction of the form to Q is positive definite we have
ÄŽ . Ž .a , a / 0. Using 3.7 and the fact that the elements of Z act asi i0 0 Çidentity on Q we get
hn a s t Ž i. t Ž j. t Ž i0 . aŽ . Ž .Ł Łi nk a nb nk a iž /ž /0 i j i 00 4 jgJigJ _ i ls 0
s t Ž i. t Ž j. a q a , na dŽ . Ž .Ł Łnk a nb i i i iž /ž /i j 0 0 0 0
 4 jgJigJ _ i ls 0
Ç’ a , na d mod Q q Zd .Ž . Ýi i i i0 0 0 ž /
 4igJ _ i0
nŽ .So if n / 0, then h a / a which is a contradiction. Thus n s 0. Ifi i0 0
there is some j g J so that b / 0, then using an analogous argument asl j
Äabove we get n s 0. Thus H is torsion free.
ÄWe remark here that to prove H is torsion free in the above proposi-
tion, we could use Corollary 3.22, making the argument simpler. But for a
later purpose we avoided doing that.
Ž . Recall that for a group G and x g G, the subgroup C x s x g0 G 0
< 4G xx s x x is called the centralizer of x in G. For a subgroup N of G,0 0 0
Ž .  < 4the subgroup C N s x g G xn s nx, for all n g N is called theG
Ž .centralizer of N in G. N is called self-centralizing if C N s N. Also theG
 w Ž .x 4subgroup G s x g G : G : C x - ‘ of G is called the finite conju-f c G
gacy subgroup of G. In fact G is a characteristic subgroup of G; that is, itf c
is invariant under any automorphism of G.
Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3.28. i C HrZ s HrZ and C HrZ s HrZ.Ä ÄW r Z W r Z
Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .ii C H s Z and C H s Z.ÄW W
Ž . y1 y1Proof. Let w g W and w Z g C HrZ . Then w h wh g Z forW r Z
Ž i. y1 Ž i. Ž i. Ž . Žy1all h g H. In particular t s w t wt g Z for all i, a g J =ayw a ya a l
Ç Ç y1. Ž .Q j J = kQ . From Corollary 3.22 we get that a y w a ’ 0l s s
0 ÇŽ .mod V . By Proposition 3.27, we have w s wh for some w g W andÇ Ç
y1 y1 y1 Ž 0.h g H. Therefore a ’ w a ’ h w a mod V . Since W fixes point-Ç
0 y1 0 Ç Ç ÇŽ .wise V , we get ha ’ w a mod V . Now we have W Q : Q and byÇ
0 Ç y1 ÇŽ . Ž .3.7 , ha ’ a mod V for any a g Q. So w a s a for all a g Q. ThusÇ
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Ž w x. Ž .w s 1 see H and so w s h g H. So C HrZ : HrZ. Since HrZÇ W r Z
Ž .is abelian we get C HrZ s HrZ. An analogous argument givesW r Z
Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ .C HrZ s HrZ.Ä ÄW r Z
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii From part i we have C H : H. Then from Lemma 3.25 i weW
Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž .get C H s Z. Similarly C H s Z. A similar argument gives Z sÄW W
ÄŽ .Cent W .
Ä ÄŽ . Ž .COROLLARY 3.29. Z s Cent W and Z s Cent W .
Ž . Ž .Proof. By Lemma 3.28, Cent W rZ : C HrZ : HrZ. ThusW r Z
Ž . Ž . Ž .Cent W : H and so Cent W : Cent H s Z. Then by Corollary 3.19,
Ž .we get Z s Cent W .
w xWe recall the following lemma from P .
LEMMA 3.30. Let G be a group and N be a normal torsion free abelian
w xsubgroup of G with G : N - ‘. Then G s N if and only if N is self-central-fc
izing.
THEOREM 3.31. Let W and W be two EAWGs of the form under1 2
Ç Çconsideration and w : W “ W be a group isomorphism. Let W , W , H ,1 2 1 2 1
Ž . Ž .and H be subgroups of W and W defined by 3.10 and 3.1 , respecti¤ely.2 1 2
Ç Ç Ž .Then W ( W and w H s H .1 2 1 2
Proof. We denote by Z and Z the centers of W and W , respec-1 2 1 2
Ž .tively. From Corollary 3.29 we know that Z s Cent H and Z s1 1 2
Ç ÇŽ .Cent H and by Proposition 3.27, W s W A H and W s W A H .2 1 1 1 2 2 2
Since w is an isomorphism we have
Ç ÇW A H s W s w W s w W A w H .Ž . Ž .Ž .2 2 2 1 1 1
We have
Ç ÇW Z H W w W w W ? w Z w HŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1A s s s A .
Z Z Z w Z w Z w ZŽ . Ž . Ž .2 2 2 1 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .From Proposition 3.25 iii we have that H rZ and w H rw Z are free2 2 1 1
abelian groups. Also from Lemma 3.28 we have
H H2 2
C : andW r Z2 2 ž /Z Z2 2
w H w H w HŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1 1
C s C : .W r Z w ŽW .rw Ž Z .2 2 1 1ž / ž /w Z w Z w ZŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1 1
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Moreover
W H W w HŽ .1 2 2 1Ç Ç< <: s W - ‘ and : s w W - ‘.Ž .2 1Z Z Z w ZŽ .2 2 2 1
Therefore by Lemma 3.30, we have
H W w H w HŽ . Ž .2 2 1 1s s s .ž /Z Z w Z ZŽ .2 2 1 2f c
Ç ÇŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Thus w H s H . Since W s w W s w W A w H s w W A H1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2
we have
W2Ç Ç ÇW ( ( w W ( W .Ž .2 1 1H2
COROLLARY 3.32. H is a characteristic subgroup of W .
ÇŽ . Ž .We close this section by remarking that if R s S q S j R q Si i i sh i
ÇŽ . Ž .j R q L , i s 1, 2, are reduced EARSs of the form as in 2.3 withl g i
² : ² : ² : ² :S s S and L s L , then it follows from Proposition 3.27 and1 2 1 2
Corollaries 3.20 and 3.29 that
W s W m Cent W s Cent W . 3.33Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
4. THE NOTION OF A BASIS
The notion of a basis for a finite or affine root system or in general for a
root system of a Kac]Moody algebra plays a crucial role in the related
theory. A basis P for such root systems is a finite subset of roots with
respect to which the set of roots can be decomposed into the disjoint union
of so-called positive and negative roots. A positive root is a linear combi-
nation of the roots in P with all coefficients in Z . A negative root is theG 0
negative of a positive root. The reflections on roots in P generate the
whole Weyl group of the corresponding root system and the Weyl group
acts transitively on the set of basis. All bases have the same cardinality.
For an extended affine root system R with nullity n G 2, having a notion
of a basis with characteristics similar to those of a finite or affine root
system is far from being realized. Indeed for such root systems there is in
general no finite subset P of R so that any root is a Z-linear combination
of roots in P with all coefficients having the same sign. This being said, we
are not planning to define a notion of a basis for an EARS, instead we will
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show that one of the important features of finite and affine root systems
holds for the class of EARSs. Indeed, for a reduced EARS R we would
like to consider the problem of existence of a finite subset P of R= so
that W P s R=, P having least cardinality with this property.P
First we need to introduce a general setup which we use throughout.
Ç= Ç Ç Ç  4Recall that R s R j R and P s a , . . . , a is a set of simple rootssh l g 1 l
Çfor R. For a subset P of V , consisting of nonisotropic elements we set
Ä² :W s r : a g P F GL V ,Ž .P a
R= s W P ,P P
0 = ÇS s d g V : a q d g R for some a g R , 4P P sh
4.1Ž .
0 = ÇL s d g V : a q d g R for some a g R ,½ 5P P l g
and
R s S q S j R= .Ž .P P P P
In what follows we fix
P s a , . . . , a , b q s , . . . , b q s , 1 l 1 1 m m
Ç= 0² :b g R , s g S , s 's spans V . 4.2Ž .4i i i
Ç Ä=Note that P : P : R . Thus
Ç Ä = Ä=W : W : W and R : R . 4.3Ž .P P
= Ç ÇŽ . Ž .LEMMA 4.4. R s R q S j R q L .P sh P l g P
= Ç ÇŽ . Ž .Proof. First we show R : R q S j R q L . Let b g P andP sh P l g P
Ç ÇŽ . Ž . Žw s r ??? r g W , g 's g P. We must show w b g R q S j Rg1 g n P i sh P l g
Ç Ç Ç=.qL . We can write b s b q d and g s g q l where b , g g R andÇ ÇP i i i i
d , l g V 0. Then it is easy to see thati
Ç 0w b s r ??? r b q s for some s g V .Ž . Ž .g gÇ Ç1 n
= Ž . =By definition of R , we have w b g R . But then from the definition ofP P
Ç ÇŽ . Ž . ŽS and L we have s g S or s g L . Thus w b g R q S j RP P P P sh P l g
.q L . This gives the desired inclusion. We now show the reverse inclu-P
Ç = Ç =sion by proving that R q S : R and R q L : R . Let d g S . Bysh P P l g P P P
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Ç = Çdefinition of S , there exists a g R such that a q d g R . Since W : WP sh P P
we have
Ç Ç Ç Ç = Ç =R q d s Wa q d s W a q d : W R s W W P s W P s R .Ž .sh P P P P
Ç =Since d g S was arbitrary we get R q S : R . If l g L , then thereP sh P P P
Ç =exists b g R so that b q l g R . Thusl g P
Ç Ç Ç Ç = Ç =R q l s Wb q l s W b q l : W R s W W P s W P s R .Ž .l g P P P P
=ÇThus R q L : R . This completes the proof of the lemma.l g P P
LEMMA 4.5. W s W = .P R P
Proof. We have W : W = . Now to see the reverse inclusion, letP R P
a g R= s W P. So there exists w g W and b g P so that a s wb. ThenP P P
r s r s wr wy1 g W . Thus W contains all generators of W = . Hencea wb b P P R P
=W : W .R PP
ÇLEMMA 4.6. If R / B, then kS q L : L and S q L : S .l g P P P P P P
Ç ÇProof. Let d g S and l g L . There exist roots a g R and b g RP P sh l g
Ž k. Ž k.such that a , b s y1, b , a s yk. By Lemma 4.4, a q d , b q l g
R= , and so r , r g W = s W . ThusP aqd bql R PP
a q b q l q d s r a q l q d s r a q d g W R= : R=Ž . Ž .b bql P P P
and
b q ka q kd q l s r b q l q kd s r b q l g W R= : R= .Ž . Ž .a aqd P P P
Ç ÇŽ . Ž .Since r a g R and r b g R , Lemma 4.4 gives l q d g S andb sh a l g P
kd q l g L . It follows that S q L : S and kS q L : L .P P P P P P P
Ž .LEMMA 4.7. i S and L are semilattices.P P
ÇŽ .ii If R is not of type A or B , then S is a lattice.1 l P
ÇŽ . Ž .iii If R is not of type C l G 3 or B , then L is a lattice.l 2 P
Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽProof. i We must show S and L satisfy S1 ] S4 see DefinitionP P
Ç. Ž . Ž .1.4 . Part S1 is clear. For S2 let d g S and a g R . Then ya y d sP sh
Ž . = ==r a q d g W R : R , so yd g S . Therefore S s yS . Now letaqd R P P P P PP
Ç =Ž .l, d g S and a g R . Then ya q l s r a q l y 2d g R . FromP sh aqd P
this it follows that S " 2S : S . The inclusion L " 2 L : L followsP P P P P P
Ž . Ž .using an analogous argument, so S2 holds. We now consider S3 . From
Ž .4.2 we see that for any i, 1 F i F m we have either s g S or s g L .i P i P
Since L : S we get s g S for 1 F i F m. So 2s g 2S : L forP P i P i P P
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0 0 Ž .1 F i F m. Since the s 's span V , both S and L span V . For S4i P P
Ž .note that by 4.3 and Lemma 4.4,
Ç Ç = Ä= Ç Ç² : ² :R q S j R q L s R : R s R q S j R q L .Ž . Ž .ž / ž /sh P l g P P sh l g
² : ² :Thus S : S and L : L . So, as subsets of discrete sets both S andP P P
L are discrete.P
Ç kŽ . Ž .ii In this case there are roots a , b g R such that a , b s y1.sh
Therefore if d , l g S , then a q d , b q l g R= and soP P
r b q l s a q b q d q lŽ . Ž .aqd
Ç 0 =s r b q d q l g R q V l R .Ž . Ž . Ž .a sh P
By Lemma 4.4, d q l g S . Thus S q S : S and so S is a lattice.P P P P P
Ç kŽ . Ž .iii In this case there exist roots a , b g R such that a , b sl g
Ž .y1. Now using a similar argument as in part ii we see that L is aP
lattice.
w xBy Lemmas 4.4, 4.7, and AABGP, II.2.37 we have
PROPOSITION 4.8. R is an EARS of the same type of R and of nullity n .P
Ç ÇŽ . Ž . Ž .Moreo¤er R s S q S j R q S j R q L .P P P sh P l g P
DEFINITION 4.9. Let P : R=. We say a nontrivial element w g W hasP
Ž . Ž .length m with respect to P , written l w s m, if m is the smallest
integer so that w can be written in the form w s r ??? r , a g P fora a i1 m
Ž .1 F i F P. We define l 1 s 0.
ÇLet u and u be the highest short and the highest long roots of R withs l
Ç Ž .respect to P, respectively for simply laced cases u s u . By Conventions
Ž .2.1, for simply laced cases we have only the highest short root u [ u . Wes
set
d y u if i g Ji s s
a s 4.10Ž .lq i ½ d y u if i g J ,i l l
and
 4P [ a , . . . , a , a , . . . , a .1 l lq1 lqn
We note that for simply laced cases a s d y u for all i g J. We alsolq i i
Ž .note that P is of the form 4.2 . Therefore by Proposition 4.8, R is anP
EARS and
Ç ÇR s S q S j R q S j R q L .Ž . Ž . ž /P P P sh P l g P
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Clearly P : R= and W : W , so R= s W P : W R=: R=. By LemmaP P P
4.4, S : S and L : L. Therefore R : R. Moreover from Lemma 4.6P P P
we get d , . . . , d g S and kd , . . . , kd , d , . . . , d g L . Thus1 n P 1 t tq1 n P
² : ² : ² : ² :S s S and L s L . 4.11Ž .P P
PROPOSITION 4.12. R is an extended affine root system of the same typeP
and the same twist number as R. Moreo¤er R s R if R is not of typeP
X s A , B , C .1 l l
Proof. The first statement follows immediately from Proposition 4.8
Ž . w xand 4.11 . If X / A , B , C , then by AABGP, II.2.37 S, S , L, and L1 l l P P
Ž .are lattices. Therefore Proposition 4.8 and 4.11 gives R s R.P
From Lemma 4.5 and Proposition 4.12 we have
ÄCOROLLARY 4.13. If X / A , B , C , then R s R s R and W s W s1 l l P P
ÄW .
ŽIn Section 1, we defined the notion of index for a semilattice see
.Definition 1.9 . We now want to define a notion of index for an EARS R.
This notion as we shall see depends on the rank, nullity, twist number, and
the index of semilattices which arise in the structure of R. We set
k < kk [ min a , b a , b g R , a , b G 1 , 4Ž . Ž .s sh
4.14Ž .
k k Ç<k [ max a , b a , b g R , a , b G 1 if R / B ,Ž . Ž . 4 ž /l l g l g
and now for nonsimply laced cases we define
² :w xind R s 1 y d S : L y 1 y tŽ . Ž .Ž .1, k s
² :w xq 1 y d L : k S y 1 y n y t .Ž .Ž .Ž .1, k l
Ž . Ž .It follows from 1.17 that ind R is independent of the particular choice of
Ž .the pair S, L appearing in the structure of R. If S and S are semilat-1 2
Ž ² : ² :tices as in Lemma 1.19 in which case S s S [ S and L s k S [ S ,1 2 1 2
w ² :x Ž . w ² : x Ž .then S : L y 1 s ind S and L : k S y 1 s ind S . Thus1 2
ind R s 1 y d ind S y 1 y tŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .1, k 1s
q 1 y d ind S y 1 y n y t . 4.15Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .1, k 2l
For simply laced cases we define
ind R s 1 y d ind S y n .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .1, k s
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Ž .Considering the values of k and k see tables given in Section 2 we sees l
that
¡0 if X s A l G 2 , D , E, F , GŽ .l
ind S y n if X s AŽ . 1~ind S q ind S y n if X s BŽ . Ž .ind R s 1 2 2
ind S y t if X s B l G 3Ž . Ž .1 l¢ind S y n y t if X s C l G 3 .Ž . Ž . Ž .2 l
4.16Ž .
k Ž .If R is the dual root system of R defined by 2.7 then it follows from
Proposition 2.8 that
ind R s ind Rk . 4.17Ž . Ž . Ž .
By Remark 1.7, if X s B or C then we can writel l
Ž .ind S1
² :S s t q 2 S ,Ž .D1 i 1
is0
² : ² :where the t 's represent distinct costs of 2 S in Si 1 1 4.18Ž .
and t s 0, t s d , . . . , t s d ,0 1 1 t t
also
Ž .ind S2
² :S s s q 2 S ,Ž .D2 i 2
is0
² : ² :where the s 's represent distinct cosets of 2 S in Si 2 2 4.19Ž .
and s s 0, s s d , . . . , s s d .0 1 tq1 nyt n
So
ind S G t and ind S G n y t . 4.20Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
Ž . ² : ² : Ž ² :Note that if 1 F i F ind S and t g L , then t g L l S s 2 S1 i i 1 1
² :. ² : Ž .[ S l S : 2 S which contradicts the choice of t 's in 4.18 . Also if2 1 1 i
Ž . ² : ² : Ž² : ² :.1 F i F ind S and s g 2 S , then s g 2 S l S s 2 S [ S2 i i 2 1 2
² : Ž .l S : 2 S which contradicts the choice of s 's in 4.19 . Thus2 2 i
² : ² :t f L for 1 F i F ind S and s f 2 S for 1 F i F ind S .Ž . Ž .i 1 i 2
4.21Ž .
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< <We now ready to state the main result of this section. We denote by P
the cardinality of a set P. Recall from Section 1 the projection map
y : V “ V and recall that R is a finite root system in V .
THEOREM 4.22. Let R be a reduced EARS of type X. Then there exists a
Ž . = Ž . Ž . =subset P X of R of cardinality ind R q l q n so that W P X s R .P Ž X .
Moreo¤er if PX is any subset of R= so that
X
P contains a basis of R 4.23Ž .
X = < X < Ž .Xand W P s R , then P G ind R q l q n .P
Ž .As we shall see in the sequel we use the assumption 4.23 only for the
Ž . Ž .cases B l G 3 and C l G 3 and the other cases will be proved withoutl l
Ž .using 4.23 . To proceed with the proof, we consider each of the following
Ž . Ž . Ž .cases: a X is simply laced with rank ) 1, X s F or G , b X s A , c4 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .X s B , d X s B l G 3 , and e X s C l G 3 separately. In each case2 l l
we state some lemmas and propositions to complete the proof of theorem.
Ž .Case a . X s simply laced of rank ) 1 or X s F , G .4 2
Ž . < <Let P be the set defined by 4.10 . Then P s l q n .
LEMMA 4.24. W P s R=. Moreo¤er if PX : R= and W X PX s R=, thenP P
< X <P G l q n .
Proof. We have already seen the first statement in Proposition 4.12.
Now let PX be as in the statement. Then V s Span R=s Span W X PX sR R P
X X< <Span P . Since dim V s l q n , we get P G l q n .R
Ž .Case b . X s A .1
Ç nŽ . Ž . ² :We have R s S q S j R q S where S s Ý Zd and d , . . . , dis1 i 1 n
Ž . Ž ² :.g S. Thus ind S G n since d , . . . , d f 2 S . By Remark 1.7, we can1 n
write
Ž .ind S
² :S s t q 2 S ,Ž .D i
is0
² : ² :where the t 's represent distinct cosets of 2 S in S andi 4.25Ž .
t s 0, t s d , . . . , t s d .0 1 1 n n
Ç  4 Ž .  4 Ž .Let R s ya , 0, a . We set P A s a , t y a , . . . , t y a . P A1 1 indŽS . 1
Ž . Ž .has cardinality 1 q ind S s ind R q 1 q n . Recall definitions of W ,P Ž A .1
Ž .S , and R from 4.1 .P Ž A . P Ž A .1 1
Ž . = X =PROPOSITION 4.26. W P A s R . Moreo¤er if P : R andP Ž A . 11
X = < X < Ž .XW P s R , then P G ind R q 1 q n .P
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= Ž . =Proof. By the way R is defined, we have W P A s R .P Ž A . P Ž A . 1 P Ž A .1 1 1
Ž . Ž .Clearly the set P A satisfies 4.2 . By Lemma 4.7 and Proposition 4.8,1
0 ÇŽ . ŽS is a semilattice in V and R s S q S j R qP Ž A . P Ž A . P Ž A . P Ž A .1 1 1 1
.S . So it is enough to show that S s S . We haveP Ž A . P Ž A .1 1
Ç = = = 4R_ 0 q S s R s W P A : W R : RŽ .Ž . P Ž A . P Ž A . P Ž A . 11 1 1
Ç  4s R_ 0 q S,Ž .
so S : S. Now we show that S : S . Since d g S for 1 F i FP Ž A . P Ž A . i P Ž A .1 1 1
² : ² :n , we have S s S . Then for each i, 1 F i F m, we haveP Ž A .1
² : ² : ² :t q 2 S s t q 2 S : S q 2 S : S .i i P Ž A . P Ž A . P Ž A . P Ž A .1 1 1 1
indŽS .Ž ² :.Thus S s D t q 2 S : S . This finishes the proof of the firstis1 i P Ž A .1
statement.
X = X = X ÇXFor the second statement let P : R and W P s R . Then P s bP i
Ç4q h for some index set I, where b s "a and h g S for i g I. Wei ig I i i
Ž ² :. ² :claim that S s D h q 2 S . Since h g S, we have h q 2 S : S qig I i i i
² : Ž ² :.2 S : S, so D h q 2 S : S. On the other hand let d g S. Soig I i
= X ÇŽ .X Xa q d g R s W P . Therefore a q d s w b q h for some w g WP i i P
Ç Ç=Ž . Ž .and some i g I. By Lemma 2.16 i , we have a q d s w b q h g R qi i
² : ² : Ž ² :.h q 2 S . Thus d g h q 2 S . So S : D h q 2 S . This gives S si i ig I i
Ž ² :. Ž Ž .. < X <D h q 2 S . Because of the choice of t 's see 4.25 we get P Gig I i i
Ž . Ž .ind S q 1 s ind R q 1 q n . This completes the proof.
Ž . Ž .Now we start the discussion of types X s B l G 2 , C l G 3 . First wel l
establish some results which we apply to both cases X s B , C . Later wel l
consider each of these cases separately.
LEMMA 4.27. Let PX : R= and W PX s R=.
Ž . Ž . X X < X <i If X s B l G 2 , then P contains a subset P so that P sl 1 1
X ÇŽ .ind S and elements of P are of the form b q h where b g R and1 1 sh
² : Ž .h g t q L for some i, 1 F i F ind S .i 1
Ž . Ž . X Xii If X s B or X s C l G 3 , then P contains a subset P so that2 l 2
X X Ç< < Ž .P s ind S and elements of P are of the form b q h where b g R2 2 2 l g
² : Ž .and h g s q 2 S for some i, 1 F i F ind S .i 2
X Ç Ç Ç= 4Proof. Let P s b q h , for some index set I, where b 's g Ri i ig I i
Ž . Ž . =and h 's g S. We first prove i . Let 1 F i F ind S . Then t y u g R si 1 i s
X ÇŽ .W P . So there exist w g W and k g I so that t y u s w b q h .i i s k ki iÇ Ç Ž .Clearly b g R . By lemma 2.16 ii , we havek shi
Ç y1 y1 Ç ² :b q h s w t y u s t y w u g R q t q L .Ž . Ž .k k i s i s sh ii i
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² : Ž .Thus h g t q L . We claim that if 1 F i, j F ind S and i / j, thenk i 1i
² :k / k . Because, if otherwise k s k then h s h and so t y t g Li j i j k k i ji j
² : ² : ² :s 2 S [ S . This and the fact that t y t g S y S : S give1 2 i j 1 1 1
² : Ž .t y t g 2 S . But this contradicts the choice of t 's in 4.18 . Hence ifi j 1 i
X ÇŽ . i / j, 1 F i, j F ind S , then k / k . Therefore the set P s b q1 i j 1 k i
Ž .4h : 1 F i F ind S satisfies the statement. This finishes the proof of partk 1i
Ž .i .
Ž . Ž . = Xii Let 1 F i F ind S . Then s y u g R s W P . So there exists2 i l
Ç Ç ÇŽ .w g W and k g I so that s y u s w b q h . Clearly b g R . Byi i l k k k l gi i i
Ž .Lemma 2.16 iii , we have
Ç y1 y1 Ç ² :b q h s w s y u s s y w u g R q s q 2 S .Ž . Ž .k k i l i l l g ii i
² : Ž .So h g s q 2 S . We claim that if 1 F i, j F ind S and i / j then,k i 2i
k / k . Because, otherwise if k s k , then h s h and so s y s gi j i j k k i ji j
² : ² : ² :2 S s 2 S [ 2 S . But this and the fact that s y s g S y S :1 2 i j 2 2
² : ² :S imply that s y s g 2 S which contradicts the choice of s 's in2 i j 2 i
X ÇŽ .  Ž .44.19 . Therefore the set P s b q h : 1 F i F ind S satisfies the2 k k 2i i
Ž .statement. This completes the proof of part ii .
COROLLARY 4.28. Let P, PX , and PX be as in Lemma 4.27.1 2
Ž . Ž . X Xi If X s B l G 2 , then P _P contains at least one short root.l 1
Ž . Ž . X Xii If X s B or X s C l G 3 , then P _P contains at least one2 l 2
long root.
Ž . XProof. i Suppose to the contrary that the only short roots of P are
elements of PX . Since u g R=s W PX, there exist w g W and b g PX so1 s
that wb s u . Clearly b g R . By assumption, b g PX . According tos sh 1
Ç Ç ÇŽ . ² :Lemma 4.27 i , b s b q h, where b g R and h g t q L for somesh i
Ž . Ž .1 F i F ind S . Then by Lemma 2.16 ii , we have1
Ç Ç Ç² : ² :u s w b s w b q h g R q h q L : R q t q L .Ž . Ž .s sh sh i
² : Ž Ž .. X XThus t g L which is a contradiction see 4.21 . Thus P _P containsi 1
at least one short root.
Ž . Xii Suppose the contrary, that is, the only long roots of P are
elements of PX . Since u g R=s W PX, there exist w g W and b g PX so2 l
that wb s u . Clearly b g R . By assumption, b g PX . According tol l g 2
Ç Ç ÇŽ . ² :Lemma 4.27 ii , b s b q h where b g R and h g s q 2 S for somel g i
Ž . Ž .1 F i F ind S . Then by Lemma 2.16 iii ,2
Ç Ç Ç² : ² :u s w b s w b q h g R q h q 2 S : R q s q 2 S .Ž . Ž .l l g l g i
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² : Ž Ž .. X XSo s g 2 S which is a contradiction see 4.21 . Thus P _P containsi 2
at least one long root.
From here we divide our argument for the remaining cases of X.
Ž .Case c . X s B .2
Ç  4Recall that P s a , a is a set of simple roots for the finite root1 2
Çsystem R. We set
P B s a , a , t y u , . . . , t y u , s y u , . . . , s y u . 4Ž .2 1 2 1 s indŽS . s 1 l indŽS . l1 2
< Ž . < Ž . Ž . Ž .Then P B s 2 q ind S q ind S s ind R q 2 q n .2 1 2
Ž . = X =PROPOSITION 4.29. We ha¤e W P B s R . Moreo¤er if P : RP ŽB . 22X = < X < Ž .Xand W P s R , then P G ind R q 2 s n .P
= Ž .Proof. We have R s W P B . So we are done if we show thatP ŽB . P ŽB . 22 2
R=s R= . Since t s d , . . . , t s d and s s d , . . . , s s d ,P ŽB . 1 1 t t 1 tq1 nytq1 n2
= ÇŽ . Ž . Ž .P B satisfies 4.2 . So by Lemma 4.8, we have R s R q S2 P ŽB . sh P ŽB .2 2
ÇŽ .j R q L . Thus we only need to show that S s S and L sl g P ŽB . P ŽB .2 2
Ž . = = Ž .L . We have P B : R , so W : W . Thus R s W P BP ŽB . 2 P ŽB . P ŽB . P ŽB . 22 2 2 2
: W R=: R=. So S : S and L : L. Therefore it only remains toP ŽB . P ŽB .2 2
prove S : S and L : L . Since d , . . . , d g S , d , . . . , d gP ŽB . P ŽB . 1 t P ŽB . tq1 n2 2 2
Ž .L and 2S : L : S see Lemma 4.6 , we haveP ŽB . P ŽB . P ŽB . P ŽB .2 2 2 2
n n
² : ² :Zd : S : S s ZdÝ Ýi P ŽB . i2
is1 is1
and
t n t n
² : ² :2Zd [ Zd : L : L s 2Zd [ Zd .Ý Ý Ý Ýi i P ŽB . i i2
is1 istq1 is1 istq1
² : ² : ² : ² :Thus S s S and L s L . By Lemma 4.6 we have SP ŽB . P ŽB . P ŽB .2 2 2
² : ² :q L : S and L q 2 S : L . ThereforeP ŽB . P ŽB . P ŽB . P ŽB . P ŽB .2 2 2 2 2
Ž . Ž .ind S ind S1 1
² : ² : ² : ² : ² :SsS [ S s t q 2 S q S : t q 2 S q SŽ . Ž .D D1 2 i 1 2 i i 2
is0 is0
Ž . Ž .ind S ind S1 1
² : ² :s t q L s t q LŽ . Ž .D Di i P ŽB .2
is0 is0
² :: S q L : S .P ŽB . P ŽB . P ŽB .2 2 2
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Similarly
Ž .ind S2
² : ² : ² :Ls2 S [ S s 2 S [ s q 2 SŽ .D1 2 1 i 2
is0
Ž .ind S2
² : ² :: s q 2 S q 2 SŽ .D i i 2
is0
Ž . Ž .ind S ind S2 2
² : ² :s s q 2 S s s q 2 SŽ . Ž .D Di i P ŽB .2
is0 is0
² :: L q 2 S : L .P ŽB . P ŽB . P ŽB .2 2 2
Thus S : S and L : L . This completes the proof of the firstP ŽB . P ŽB .2 2
statement.
Ž . Ž . Ž .For the second statement note that we have ind R s ind S q ind S1 2
y n . Then the result follows from Lemma 4.27 and Corollary 4.28.
The above proposition concludes our discussion for type B .2
Ž . Ž .Case d . X s B l G 3 .l
Ç ÇŽ . Ž . Ž . w xWe have R s S q S j R q S j R q L . By AABGP, II.2.37sh l g
Ž . Ž . Ž .in this case L is a lattice. From 4.16 we have ind R s ind S y t. We1
define
P B s a , . . . , a , t y u , . . . , t y u , d y u , . . . , d y u . 4Ž .l 1 l 1 s indŽS . s tq1 l n l1
4.30Ž .
< Ž . < Ž .Then P B s ind R q l q n .l
Ž . =LEMMA 4.31. W P B s R .P ŽB . ll
Proof. We follow the same argument as in the proof of Proposition
Ž . Ž .4.20. Since t s d , . . . , t s d , P B satisfies 4.2 . So the equality1 1 t t l
Ž . =W P B s R is a consequence of inclusions S : S and L :P ŽB . l P ŽB .l l
L . Using exactly the same argument as in Proposition 4.29 we getP ŽB .l
² : ² : ŽS : S and L s L . But both L and L are lattices seeP ŽB . P ŽB . P ŽB .l l l
.Lemma 4.7 , so L s L .P ŽB .l
X = Ž .LEMMA 4.32. Let P be a subset of R which satisfies 4.23 and
X = X Ž .XW P s R . Then P contains at least l y 1 q n y t long roots.P
X  4Proof. By assumption, P contains a basis b , . . . , b of R. It is well1 l
known that we can assume b , . . . , b are long and b is short. We1 ly1 l
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X XÇ Ç Ç Ç 4consider a fixed preimage b of b in P . Let V s Span b , . . . , b .i i R 1 l
Ç X 0Then V s V [ V . Let
ÇX Ç Ç X Ç 0R s b g V : b q d g R for some d g V .½ 5
X XÇ ÇAs in Section 1 we have R is a finite root system in V isomorphic to R
ÇX ÇX ÇX ÇX ÇXand R : R. Write R s R j R , where as usual R is the set of shortsh l g sh
ÇX ÇXroots and R is the set of long roots of R . Setl g
X 0 Ç Ç ÇXS s d g V : b q d g R , for some b g R½ 5sh
and
X 0 Ç Ç ÇXL s d g V : b q d g R , for some b g R .½ 5l g
Ž . X X 0Then as in Section 1 we have S is a semilattice and L is a lattice in V .
Moreover
X X ÇX X ÇX XR s S q S j R q S j R q L .Ž . Ž . ž /sh l g
Ž .By 1.17 , we have
² : ² X: XS s S and L s L . 4.33Ž .
X Ç Ç Ç 4We can write P s b q h , . . . , b q h , b q h , . . . where h s1 1 l l lq1 lq1 1
Ç ÇX X = 4??? s h s 0, b 's g R _ 0 and h 's g S . Since V s Span R sl i i R
X X < X <XSpan W P s Span P and dim V s l q n so P G l q n . We alreadyR P R
Ç Ç Xknow that b , . . . , b are long roots. If P contains another n y t long1 ly1
root we are done. Otherwise there is some integer s, 0 F s - n y t so that
P
X contains only l y 1 q s long roots. Without loss of generality assume
that the set
Y Ç Ç Ç ÇP s b q h , . . . , b q h , b q h , . . . , b q h½ 51 1 ly1 ly1 lq1 lq1 lqs lqs
is the set of all long roots of PX. Let
Y Ç X Y 4L s Span h : l q 1 F i F l q s j 2h : b q h g P _P . 4ž /Z i i i i
We show LX : LY by proving that
ÇX X ÇX YR q L : R q L . 4.34Ž .l g l g
X ÇX X = XXNow R s R q L : R s W P . Since the length is invariant under thel g l g P
X Y Ž .Xaction of reflections, we get R : W P . Therefore to prove 4.34 wel g P
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Y Ç Y YXonly need to show that W P : R q L . So let b be fixed in P . We useP l g
induction on the length of elements in W X to prove thatP
ÇX YXW b g R q L . 4.35Ž .P l g
We have
Ç  4  4b s b q h for some i g 1, . . . , l y 1 j l q 1, . . . , l q s .i i
Let w g W X have length 1. Then w s r for some a g PX. We haveP a
Ça s b q h for some j. Thenj j
Ç k ÇX kr b s r b q h q b , a h g R q h q b , a h .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç Ž . Ž .a b i i j l g i jj
Ž k. Ž k.Since b , a g 2Z for a g R and b , a g Z for a g R , we getsh l g
ÇX YŽ . Ž .r b g R q L . So 4.35 holds. As the induction hypothesis assumea l g
Ž . X4.35 holds for any elements of W with length less than or equal m.P
Now let w g W X have length m. We are done if we show that for anyP
X Ž . Xa g P , 4.35 holds for the element r w of W . By the inductiona P
ÇX Y ÇX ÇX Y YŽ .hypothesis, we have w b s b q h for some b g R and h g L .l g
ÇWrite a s b q h for some j. Thenj j
ÇX Yr w b s r b q hŽ . Ž .Ça b qhj j
ÇX ÇX k Y ÇX ÇX k Ys r b q b , a h q h g R q b , a h q h .Ž . Ž . Ž .Çb j l g jj
ÇX k ÇX kŽ . Ž .Again using the fact that b , a g 2Z if a g R and b , a g Z ifsh
ÇX YŽ . Ž .a g R we get that r w b g R q L . Therefore 4.35 holds. Thusl g a l g
LX : LY. We claim this is a contradiction. Indeed, let L s Ýn Zd andis1 i
ÄL s Lr2L be the n-dimensional F -vector space, where here F denotes2 2
ÄX ÄY X Ythe field of two elements. Let L and L denote the images of L and L
Ä Yunder the projection map : L “ L, respectively. From definition of LÄ
and the fact that R has twist number t we have
YL L L
X Ynyt s nytÄ Ä Ä< < < < < <L s L s s s 2 and L s F 2 - 2 .² :2L 2 S 2L
X YThus L › L .
Ž . = X =PROPOSITION 4.36. W P B s R . Moreo¤er if P is a subset of RP ŽB . ll
Ž . X = < X < Ž .Xwhich satisfies 4.23 and W P s R then, P G ind R q l q n .P
Proof. For the first statement see Lemma 4.31. By Lemma 4.27, Corol-
X Ž .lary 4.28, and Lemma 4.32, P contains at least ind R q 1 q t short and
Ž .l y 1 q n y t long roots.
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Ž . Ž .Case e . X s C l G 3 .l
Ç ÇŽ . Ž . Ž . wWe have R s S q S j R q S j R q L where by AABGP,sh l g
x Ž .II.2.37 in this case S is a lattice. Recall the semilattice S as in 4.19 . By2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4.16 , ind R s ind S y n y t . We define2
P C s a , . . . , a , d y u , . . . , d y u , s y u , . . . , s y u . 4Ž .l 1 l 1 s t s 1 l indŽS . l2
4.37Ž .
< Ž . < Ž . kThen P C G ind R q l q t. From Proposition 2.8 we know that R isl
Ž . Ž .an EARS of type B of twist number n y t. By 4.17 , we have ind R sl
Ž k. Ž .k  k Ž .4 Ž .ind R . Let P C [ a : a g P C . Then from 2.6 we havel l
k k kP C s a , . . . , a , d y u , . . . , d y u ,Ž . l 1 l 1 s t s
1 1 1 1s y u , . . . , s y u 41 l indŽS . l2 2 2 22
k k ÇkŽ .which has the form 4.30 with respect to the basis a , . . . , a of R .1 l
1 kÇWe note that u is the highest long and u is the highest short root of Rs l2
with respect to the basis a k , . . . , a k .1 l
Ž . =LEMMA 4.38. W P C s R .P ŽC . ll
k Ž .k =VProof. By Lemma 4.31, we have W P C s R . HenceP ŽC . ll
k kkk = =
kW P C s W P C s R s R .Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /P ŽC . l P ŽC . ll l
X = Ž .LEMMA 4.39. Let P be a subset of R which satisfies 4.23 and
X = X Ž .XW P s R . Then P contains at least ind R q l y 1 short roots.P
Proof. Since W X PX s R= we have W X kPX ks R=k. It follows fromP P
X k k kŽ . Ž .4.23 that P satisfies 4.23 with respect to R . By Proposition 2.8, R
Ž . Ž . Ž k.has twist number n y t and by 4.17 ind R s ind R . By Lemma 4.32,
X k Ž Ž ..P contains at least l y 1 q n y n y t s l y 1 q t long roots. Thus
X
P contains at least l y 1 q t short roots.
Ž . = X =PROPOSITION 4.40. W P C s R . Moreo¤er if P is a subset of RP ŽC . ll
Ž . X = < X < Ž .Xwhich satisfies 4.23 and W P s R , then P G ind R q l q t.P
Proof. For the first statement see Lemma 4.38. We have that Rk is an
X k Ž .EARS of type B with twist number n y t, P satisfies 4.23 , andl
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X k =k < X k < Ž k.X kW P s R . Therefore Proposition 4.35 gives P G ind R q l qP
Ž . < X < < X k <n s ind R q l q n . Since P s P we are done.
This finishes the proof of the theorem.
We close this section with the following interesting fact:
Ž .PROPOSITION 4.41. Let P be the set defined by 4.10 . Then, R s R mP
Ž .ind R s 0.
Ž .Proof. let X be the type of R and let P X be the set which we
defined in the proof of Theorem 4.22. First let R s R. Then fromP
= =definition of R and Theorem 4.22 we have W P s R s R . Since PP P P
Ž . < < Ž . < <satisfies 4.23 , Theorem 4.22 gives, P G ind R q l q n . But P s l q n ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .so ind R s 0. Now let ind R s 0. Observe that P : P X . Thus
< <l q n s P F P X s ind R q l q n s l q n .Ž . Ž .
Ž . = Ž . = =So P s P X . Thus R s W P s W P X s R . Therefore R sP P P Ž X . P
=R and consequently S s S. Thus R s R.P P
5. EXTENDED AFFINE ROOT SYSTEMS OF INDEX ZERO
Let R be as in previous sections. In order to study the structure of R, in
Ä ÄSection 3 we introduced an EARS R so that R : R. In Section 4 we
introduced an EARS R so that R : R. In this section we investigate theP P
Ärelations between R , R, and R through the study of the centers of theP
corresponding Weyl groups. By Proposition 4.41, EARS of the form RP
are exactly the EARS of index zero. In Proposition 5.8 we will show that
the EARSs of index zero are exactly those EARS for which the Weyl
group is generated by reflections in P. Finally we will show in Theorem
5.15 that the EARS of index zero have a so-called ``a presentation by
conjugation.''
Let
Z [ Cent WŽ .P P
² = 0 :H s r r : a g R , d g V , a q d g R .P aqd a P P
ÄIn the following two lemmas we investigate the action of H and W onP
the dual basis L , . . . , l of d , . . . , d . In fact, in the proof of Corollary1 n 1 n
Ä 03.22 we have seen the effect of H on L , . . . , L , modulo V . Here we1 n
need to see more than that.
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ÄNote that by Lemma 3.12, any element h of H can be written in the
form
h s t Ž i1. ??? t Ž im. , i , b g J = Q j J = Q . 5.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .b b j j s s l l1 m
Ž .Therefore we can define the length of h, written l h , to be zero if h s 1
and to be the smallest positive integer m such that h can be written in the
Ž .form 5.1 .
ÄLEMMA 5.2. Let h g H. Then
1
h L g L q Q , if j g J and h L g L q Q , if j g J .Ž . Ž .j j s s j j l lk
5.3Ž .
ÄProof. We use induction on the length of elements in H to prove the
Ä Ž i.Ž . Ž . Ž .lemma. Let h g H and l h s 1. Then h s t where i, b g J = kQb s s
ÇŽ . Ž .j J = Q . First let i, b g J = Q . Then b s b q ks q s wherel l l l 1 2
t n Ž . Ž .s g Ý Zd and s g Ý Zd . If j g J then from 2.4 L , d s 0,1 is1 i 2 istq1 i s j i
Ž .so from 3.6 we have
1 1 1 1
Ž i.t L s L y L , d b q L , b y b , b L , d dŽ .Ž . Ž .b j j j i j j i iž / ž /k 2 k k
s L q L , s d g L q Q .Ž .j j 1 i j s
Ž .If j g J , then since b , b g 2kZ we havel
1
Ž i.t kL s kL y kD , d bŽ .b j j j iž /k
1 1 1
q kL , b y b , b kL , d d : kL q Q .Ž .Ž .j j i i j lž /2 k k
Ž .Now we consider the case in which i, b g J = kQ . We can writes s
Ç Ç Ç nŽ .b s k b q d where b g Q and d g Ý Zd . If j g J , then sinces is1 i s
Ç ÇŽ .b , b g 2Z we have
Ž i. Çt L s L y L , d b q dŽ . Ž . Ž .b j j j i
1 1 1Ç Ç Çq L , kb q kd y kb , kb L , d d : L q Q .Ž .ž /j j i i j sž /2 k k
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Ž .If j g J , then L , d s 0 and sol j i
1
Ž i.t kL s kL y kL , d bŽ .b j j j iž /k
1 1 1
q kL , b y b , b kL , d d g kL q Q .Ž .Ž .j j i i j lž /2 k k
ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .Therefore 5.3 holds when l h s 1, h g H. Now let 5.3 hold for all
Ä X Ä X X Ž i.Ž . Ž .h g H with l h F n. if h g H with l h s n q 1, then h s t h whereb
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l h F n and i, b g J = kQ j J = Q . We again divide our argu-s s l l
Ž . Ž .ment to the cases in which i, b g J = Q or i, b g J = kQ . First letl l s s
Ž . Ž .i, b g J = Q . If j g J , then by induction hypothesis, we have h L sl l s j
Ž .L q a for some a g Q . Then using the first step of the induction, 3.7 ,j s
Ž .and the fact that a , b g kZ we get
t Ž i.h L s t Ž i. L q aŽ . Ž .b j b j
s t Ž i. L q t Ž i. a : L q Q q a q Zd : L q Q .Ž .Ž .b j b j s i j s
Ž .If j g J , then by induction hypothesis, h kL s kL q a for some a gl j j
Ž .Q . Since a , b g kZ we getl
1
Ž i. Ž i. Ž i.t h kL s t kL q t a g kL q Q q a q a , b dŽ .Ž . Ž . Ž .b j b j b j l iž /k
: kL q Q .j l
Ž . XNow we consider the case in which i, b g J = kQ . Then b s kb fors s
X Ž .some b g Q . If j g J and we have h L s L q a for some a g Q ,s s j j s
then
1
XŽ i. Ž i.t h L s t L q a g L q Q q a q a , kb d : L q Q .Ž . Ž .b j b j j s i j sž /k
Ž . Ž X.If j g J , then h kL s kL q a for some a g Q . Since a , b g kZl j j l
we get
t Ž i. kL s t Ž i. kL q a g kL q Q q a q a , b X d : kL q Q .Ž .Ž . Ž .b j b j j l i j l
This finishes the induction and the proof of the lemma.
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LEMMA 5.4. Let w g W .P
Ž .a For 1 F j F t we ha¤e
ÇŽ . Ž . ² :i If X s C l G 3 , then wL g L q Q q S .l j j s
ÇŽ . Ž . ² :ii If X s B l G 2 , then wL g L q Zd q Q q L .l j j j s
Ž .b For t q 1 F j F n we ha¤e
1 1 ÇŽ . Ž . ² :i If X s C l G 3 or B , then wL g L q Zd q Q q S .l 2 j j j l2 2
1 1ÇŽ . Ž . ² :ii If X s B l G 3 , then wL g L q Q q S .l j j l2 2
ÇŽ . ² :c If X s A and 1 F j F n , then wL g L q Zd q Q q 2 S .1 j j j
ŽProof. We use induction on the length of elements in W see Defini-P
. Ž . Ž .tion 4.9 . For parts a and b we proceed as follows. We start by showing
that if w s r , 1 F h F l, or w s r , 1 F i F t, or w s r , t q 1 F pa d yu d yuh i s p l
F n , then w satisfies the conditions stated in the statement. This would
Ž . Xtake care of the case in which l w s 1. Next we show that if w g W ,P
Ž X. Xl w F n, and w satisfies the statement, then elements
r wX , r wX and r wX , 1 F h F l , 1 F i F t , t q 1 F p F na d yu d yuh i s p l
also satisfy the conditions of the statement. This would complete the
Ž . Ž .induction steps. We present here only proof of part a . For part b , one
can follow an analogous argument.
ÄŽ . ŽLet 1 F j F t. From the definition of the bilinear form ., . on V see
Ž ..2.4 we have
r L s L , r L s L y d d y u , andŽ .Ž . Ž .a j j d yu j j i j i sh i s
5.5Ž .
r L s L .Ž .d yu j jp l
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . X Ž . Ž .i By 5.5 , i holds for l w s 1. Let w satisfy i . Then from 5.5
we have
X Ç Ç² : ² :r w L g r L q Q q S s r L q r Q q SŽ . Ž . Ž .ž /a j a j s a j a sh h h h
Ç ² :: L q Q q S ,j s
X Ç Ç² : ² :r w L g r L q Q q S : L q Q q SŽ . ž /d yu j d yu j s j si s i s
and
X Ç Ç² : ² :r w L g r L q Q q S : L q Q q Zd q SŽ . ž / ž /d yu j d yu j s j s pp t p l
Ç ² :: L q Q q S .j s
Ž .This completes the proof of i .
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Xii By 5.5 , ii holds for w g W with l w s 1. Let w g WP P
Ž . Ž . Ž k.satisfy ii . Then using 5.5 and the fact that in this case a , b g 2Z for
Çany a , b g R , we havesh
X Ç Ç² : ² :r w L g r L q Zd q Q q L : L q Zd q Q q L ,Ž . ž /a j a j j s j j sh h
Ç Ç² : ² :r L g r L q Zd q Q q L : L q Zd q Q q L ,Ž . ž /d yu j d yu j j s j j si s i s
and
X Ç Ç² : ² :r w L g r L q Zd q Q q L : L q Zd q Q q L .Ž . ž /d yu j d yu j j s j j sp 1 p l
Ž .This completes the proof of ii .
Ä kŽ . ² Ž .PROPOSITION 5.6. i For all types Z s c , c : i, j g J = J; p, q gi j p, q s
:J .l
Ž . Ž . ² 2 :ii If X s A or C l G 3 , then Z s c : i, j g J, i - j .1 l P i, j
Ž . Ž . ² 4 2 Ž .iii If X s B l G 3 , then Z s c , c , c : i, j g J ; p, q g Jl P i, j p, q s, u s s
:= J ; s, u g J .l l
Ž . ² 4 2 Ž . :iv If X s B , then Z s c , c : i, j g J ; p, q g J = J .2 P i, j p, q s l
ÄŽ .v For the remaining types we ha¤e Z s Z.P
Ž .Proof. i Let us denote by M the right hand side of the equation in the
Ä Ž .statement. We first show that M : Z. Let i, j g J = J. Then u q d q ds s i j
Äand u q d are in R . Sos i sh
Ž j. Ät s r r g H andku u qd us s j s
Ž j. k Ž j. Ž j. Ž j. Ät c s t t s t s r r g H .ku i j ku kd kŽu qd . u qd qd u qds s i s i s i j s i
k Ä k Ä ÄFrom these equalities we get c g H. So c g H l C s Z. Now ifi j i j
Äp, q g J , then u q d q d and u q d are in R . Sol l p q l p l g
Žq. Ät s r r g H andu u qd ul l q l
Žq. Žq. Žq. Žq. Ät c s t t s t s r r g H .u p q u d u qd u qd qd u qdl l p l p l p q l p
Ä Ä Ä ÄThus c g H l C s Z. Therefore M : Z. To prove M s Z, we mustp q
m i j Ä <show that if c [ Ł c g Z, then k m for all i, j. This isŽ i, j.g J =J i j i js
² < : Ž .because C s c i, j g J, i - j is a free abelian group of rank n n y 1 r2i j
ÄŽ . Ž .see Lemma 3.18 and M F Z F C. Note from 3.15 that for i g J we0
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have
m mii i j0 0m i jc L s L y d q d . 5.7Ž .Ž .Ł Ý Ýi j i i j j0 0 k ki-j i-i i -j0 0
Now let c be as above. Fix i g J . By Lemma 5.2,0 s
c L g L q Q .Ž .i i s0 0
Ž . < <This and 5.7 gives k m for all i - i and k m for all i - j. Since ii i 0 i j 0 00 0
< Ž .was arbitrary, we get k m for all m , i, j g J = J. This completes thei j i j s
Ž .proof of part i .
Ž . ² < :ii First let X s A . We have Z : C s c i, j g J, i - j . By1 P i j
Ž . Ž Ž i. Ž i.. Žu , u . 2 2Lemma 3.18 iv , we have t , t s c s c , so c g Z , for anyu u i j i j i j P
i, j g J. Now let c [ Ł cm i j g Z : W , m g Z. Fix i g J. Byi- j i j P P i j 0
Ž .Lemma 5.4 c , we have
Ç ² :c L g L q Zd q Q q 2 S .Ž .i i i0 0 0
Ž . < <This and 5.7 gives 2 m , i - i and 2 m for i - j. Since i wasi i 0 i j 0 00 0
<arbitrary, we get 2 m for all i, j. This takes care of the case X s A . Nowi j 1
ÇŽ .let X s C l G 3 . We know that there exist roots a , b , g g R andl sh
X Ç XŽ . Ž .a g R such that a , b s 1 and g , a s 2. Thusl g
if i , j g J , t Ž i. , t Ž j. s cŽ1r k .Ž k a , k b . s ck s c2 g Z ,Ž .s k a k b i j i j i j P
XŽ i. Ž j. Ž1r k .Ž kg , a . 2
Xif i g J , j g J , t , t s c s c g Z ,Ž .s l kg a i j i j P
X XŽ i. Ž j. Ž1r k .Ža , a . 2
X Xif i , j g J , t , t s c s c g Z .Ž .l a a i j i j P
Thus c2 g Z for i, j g J, i - j. Now let c [ Ł cm i j g Z : W . Fixi j P i- j i j P P
Ž . Ž .i g J. From Lemma 5.4 a , b we have0
1 1Ç² :c L g L q S mod Q q Zd .Ž . ž /i i s i2 20 0 0
Ž . < Ž .Again using 5.7 , we get 2 m for all i, j. This completes the proof of ii .i j
Ç XŽ .iii We know that in this case there exist roots a g R and b , g , gsh
Ç XŽ . Ž .g R such that a , b s k s 2, g , g s 2. Thenl g
if i , j g J , t Ž i. , t Ž j. s cŽ1r k .Ž k a , k a . s c2 k s c4 g Z ,Ž .s k a k a i j i j i j P
Ž i. Ž j. Ž1r k .Ž k a , b . 2if i g J , j g J , t , t s c s c g Z ,Ž .s l k a b i j i j P
XŽ i. Ž j. Ž1r k .Žg , g .
Xif i , j g J , t , t s c s c g Z .Ž .l g g i j i j P
m i j Ž .Now let c [ Ł c g Z : W . Fix i g J. From Lemma 5.4 aŽ i, j.g J =J i j P P 0s
we have
Ç ² :c L g L q Zd q Q q L if i g J .Ž .i i i s 0 s0 0 0
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Ž . < < Ž . ŽSo this and 5.7 gives 4 m if i, j g J and 2 m if i, j g J = J . Notei j s i j s l
² : n .that L s Ý k Zd , where k s 2 for i g J and k s 1 for i g J .is1 i i i s i l
Ž .This completes the proof of part iii .
Ç ÇŽ . Ž .iv In this case there exist roots a g R , b g R so that a , b ssh l g
2. Then similarly to the previous cases we see that c4 g Z , i, j g J , andi j P s
2 Ž . m i jc g Z , p, q g J = J . Now let c [ Ł c g Z : W . If i g J ,p q P l i- j i j P P 0 l
Ž .then from Lemma 5.4 b we have
1 1Ç ² :c L g L q Q q Zd q S .Ž .i i l i2 20 0 0
Ž . < 2This and 5.7 gives 2 m if i, j g J . Since c g Z for i, j g J , we geti j l i j P l
c [ cm i j g Z .Ł1 i j P
i-j
Ž .i , j gJ =Js
Ž . < <Then the same argument as in part iii gives 4 m for i, j g J and 2 mi j s i j
Ž .for i, j g J = J .s l
Ž .v Now let X be of type different from A , B , or C . By1 l l
Ä ÄProposition 4.12, we have W s W s W . Thus Z s Z.P P
The following proposition gives a characterization of EARSs of index
zero in terms of their Weyl groups.
= = = Ž .PROPOSITION 5.8. W P s R m R s R m ind R s 0 m W s W .P P
Ž .Proof. From Proposition 4.41 we have R s R m ind R s 0. ByP
Ž X . = =Lemma 2.17 replacing R with R, and R with R , we get W R : R .P P P
So if W P s R=, then
R=s W P : W R= : R= s W P : W R=: R=.P P P
Thus R=s R=. On the other hand if R=s R= , then W s W and soP P P
W P s W P s R= s R=. So to complete the proof we only need to showP P
W s W m R=s R=. If X / A , B , or C , then by Proposition 4.12 andP P 1 l l
Corollary 4.13, we have W P s R= and W s W . So we can assume thatP
Ž . Ž . = =X s A , B l G 2 or C l G 3 . Let W s W . We want to show R s R .1 l l P P
Thus we are done if we show that S s S and L s L . Since S : S andP P P
L : L we only need to show that S : S and L : L . Let d g S andP P P
² : ² : ² : ² : ² :l g L. We have S s S and L s L . Since S q L : SP P P P P
² : ² :we have d g S m d q L : S m d q L : S . So we may assumeP P P P
that
 4d s e d q ??? qe d , where e g 0, 1 , 1 F i F t . 5.9Ž .1 1 t t i
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We can assume that there is some j, 1 F j F t such that e / 0, becausej
² :otherwise d s 0 and we are done. Also since L q 2 S : L we haveP P P
² : ² :l g L m l q 2 S : L m l q 2 S : L . So we can assume thatP P P P
 4l s e d q ??? qe d , where e g 0, 1 , t q 1 F i F n . 5.10Ž .tq1 tq1 n n i
Again we can assume that there is some j, t q 1 F j F n such that e / 0.j
We consider different types of X separately and in each case we show that
Ž .d g S and l g L for X s A we show d g S .P P 1 P
Ž . ² : ² :X s C l G 3 . By Lemma 4.7, S s S s S s S . So d g S .l P P P
= Ž . Ž .We have u q l g R , so r g W s W . By Lemma 5.4 b , r L gl u ql P u ql jl l1 1 Ç ² :L q Zd q Q q S . On the other hand, since e / 0,j j l j2 2
k 1r L s L y L , u q l u q l s L y u q l .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ž /u ql j j j l l j l2l
1 1 ² : ² : ² :So l g Zd q S . Thus l g Zd q 2 S : L q 2 S : L .j j P P P2 2
Ž . =X s B l G 2 . We have u q d g R , so r g W s W . By Lemmal s u qd PsÇŽ . Ž . ² :5.4 a , we have r L q Zd q Q q L . On the other hand, sinceu qd j j ss
e / 0,j
kr L s L y L , u q d u q d s L y u q d .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ž /u qd j j j s s j ss
² : ² :Thus d g Zd q L : S q L : S . If l G 3, then by Lemma 4.7 wej P P P
² : ² :have L s L s L s L , so l g L . For X s B , we have u q l gP P P 2 l
= Ž . Ž .R , so r g W s W . Then by Lemma 5.4 b we have r L g Lu ql P u ql j jl l1 1 1Ç ² : Ž . Ž .q Zd q Q q S . On the other hand, r L s L y u q l .j l u ql j j l2 2 2l
² : ² :Thus l g Zd q 2 S : L q 2 S : L .j P P P
ÇŽ . Ž . ² :X s A . By Lemma 5.4 c , we have r L g L q Zd q Q q 2 S .2 uqd j j j
Ž . Ž . ² :On the other hand r L s L y u q d and so d g Zd q 2 S : Suqd j j j P
² :q 2 S s S .P P
Ž . Ž Ž i..Ž Ž j..PROPOSITION 5.11. i H s Z Ł H Ł H ,P P ig J s jg J ls l
Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii H, H s H, H s H , H s Z ,P P P
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii W s W m Z s Z m H, H s Cent W .P P
Proof. By Proposition 4.12, R is an EARS of the same type and theP
² : ² : ² : ² :same twist number of R and by 4.11, S s S and L s L . ThusP P
Ž .we can apply Corollary 3.20 to R in place of R. This gives i .P
Ä ÄŽ . Ž .ii Applying Proposition 3.25 to H in place of H we get H, HP
Ž . Ž .s H , H : Z . So it remains to show that Z : H , H . But weP P P P P P
have already seen this in the proof of Proposition 5.6 for the types A , B ,1 l
and C . Now if X is simply laced of rank ) 1, and there exist rootsl
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Ç Ž . Ž .a , b g R such that a , b s 1, from Lemma 3.18 iv it follows that Z :P
Ž . Ž .H , H . For the cases X s F or G , the inclusion Z : H , HP P 4 2 P P P
Ž . Ž .follows from Proposition 5.6 iv , Lemma 3.18 iv , and the facts that there
Ç Ç ÇŽ .are roots a , b g R such that a , b s 1, roots a g R and b g Rsh sh l g
ÇŽ . Ž .such that a , b s k and roots a , b g R such that a , b s k.l g
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii The assertion Z s Z m H, H s Cent W is clear from partP
Ç ÇŽ .ii . Now let Z s Z . Since W s W A H and W s W s W A H , theP P R PP
equality W s W follows from the equality H s H which holds becauseP P
Ž .of Corollary 3.20, part i , and the assumption Z s Z . If W s W , thenP P
clearly Z s Cent W s Cent W s Z .P P
ÄRecall that R has nullity n and twist number t and that R : R : RP
Äand W : W : W .P
PROPOSITION 5.12. Let R be an EARS of nullity n and twist number t.
Then
nŽ .2ÄŽ . w xi If X s A , then W : W s w ,1 P
ny tŽ .2ÄŽ . Ž . w xii If X s C l G 3 , then W : W s 2 ,l P
tŽ .2ÄŽ . Ž . w xiii If X s B l G 3 , then W : W s 2 ,l P
ny tt qŽ . Ž .2 2ÄŽ . w xiv If X s B , then W : W s 2 .2 P
ÄProof. By Proposition 2.18, W 1 W . By Corollary 3.20 and PropositionP
Ä Äw x w x Ž . Ž .5.11 W : W s Z : Z . Now i ] iv follow from Proposition 5.6.P P
We conclude this section by showing that an EAWG of index zero has a
w x Ž w x.presentation which following Kr see also Sh , we call a ``presentation by
conjugation.'' This presentation is well known for finite and affine Weyl
Ž w x.groups see St . For the group which arises from the vertex representa-
w xtion of a toroidal Lie algebra with n s 2, this result is obtained by Sh .
w xKrylyuk Kr generalized this for simply laced toroidal Weyl groups of rank
w x w x) 1 with a method different from Sh . Using an approach similar to Kr ,
we now generalize this result to all EARSs of index zero. First we need to
introduce some new notation. For j g J we set
ÇV s V [ Rd [ RL ,j j i
l
Q s Za [ k Zd , k is defined in 1.21Ž .Ž .Ýj i j j j
is1
 4P s a , . . . , a , a ,j 1 l lqj
5.13Ž .
Ç² : 4W s r : i g I j l q j ,j a i
Ç ÇR s Zd j R q Zd j R q k Zd .ž / ž /j j sh j l g j j
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The following lemma is well-known from the theory of finite and affine
root systems and Weyl groups.
Ž .LEMMA 5.14. i R , j g J is an affine root system with root lattice Q andj j
affine Weyl group W . Moreo¤er R is of twisted type if j g J and is ofj j s
untwisted type if j g J .l
Ž .ii Let
¡ Ž i.Ç Ç ÇW A H ( W A kQ , if j g J ,s s s~W s canonically .Ž .j
Ž j.¢Ç Ç ÇW A H ( W A Q , if j g J .i l l
Ž . =iii R s W P for j g J.j j j
Ç Ç=Ž .iv W is the group defined by generators r , a g R and the relationsa
2 Ç= Ç=r s 1, a g R and r r r s r , a , b g R .a a b a r Ž b .a
Ž . =v W is the group defined by generators r , a g R and the relationsj a j
r 2 s 1, a g R= and r r r s r , a , b g R= .a j a b a r Ž b . ja
ÃŽ .THEOREM 5.15. Let ind R s 0. Let W be the group defined by genera-
tors r , a g R= and the relationsÃa
i r 2 s 1, a g R= and ii r r ry1 s r , a , b g R=.Ž . Ž .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãa a b a r Ž b .a
ÃThen W ( W .
Proof. By Lemma 2.19 and the fact that r 2 s 1 for a g R=, it is cleara
Äthat the assignment r ‹ r defines a unique epimorphism c from WÃa a
Ãonto W . By the definition of W , we have
y1 Ã =wr w s r , w g W , a g R . 5.16Ž .ÃÃ Ã Ã Ãa c Žw .aÃ
ÃÇŽ . Ž . ²By Lemma 5.16 iv , v the restriction of c to the subgroups W [ r : aÃa
= Ã =Ç Ç Ã: ² :g R and W [ r : a g R , j g J, of W induces homomorphismsÃj a j
ÃÇ Ç Ç Ãc : W “ W and c : W “ W , j g J. We definej j j
Ž j. y1 Ž j. Ç ÇÃt [ c t for j, a g J = kQ j J = Q . 5.17Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .a j a s s l l
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Then for i g J and p g J , using the isomorphisms c and c , we gets l i p
Ž i. Ž i. Ž i. ÇÃ Ã Ãt t s t , a , b g Q , 5.18Ž .k a k b kŽaqb . s
Ž p. Ž p. Ž p. ÇÃ Ã Ãt t s t , a , b g Q , 5.19Ž .a b aqb l
Ž i. y1 Ž p. Ç ÇÃ ÃÃ Ãwt w s t , a g Q , w g W , 5.20Ž .Ç Ç Çk a k wa sÇ
Ž p. y1 Ž p. Ç ÇÃ ÃÃ Ãwt w s t , a g Q , w g W . 5.21Ž .Ç Ç Ça wa lÇ
Let
ÃŽ i. Ž i. Ç Ã² :ÃH s t : a g kQ F W i g JŽ .s a s s
and
ÃŽ p. Ž p. Ç Ã² :ÃH s t : a g Q F W p g J .Ž .l a l l
To proceed with the proof of the theorem we need a few lemmas.
Ã Ž i. Ž p.Ã Ç Ã ÃLEMMA 5.22. W is generated by the subgroups W , H , i g J , and H ,s s l
p g J .l
Proof. Let a g R=. By Proposition 5.8, there exists a g P and ani
element w s r ??? r g W , b g P such that wa s a . Let w s r ???Ã Ãb b P j i b1 m 1
Ã Ž .r g W . Then by 5.16 we haveÃbm
wr wy1 s r s r s r .ÃÃ Ã Ã Ã Ãa c Žw .a wa aÃi i i
Ã ² : ŽTherefore W s r : a g P . Now for i g J and p g J we have seeÃa i s li
Ž . Ž . Ž ..3.4 , 3.5 , and 3.6
r s r s t Ž i. r and r s r s t Ž p. r .a d yu yku u a d yu yu ulq i i s s s lqp p l l l
Using the isomorphisms c and c we geti p
ÃŽ i. ÃŽ p.r s t r and r s t r .Ã Ã Ã Ãa yku u a yu ulq i s s lqp l l
Ã Ž i.Ã Ç ÃThus all generators of W belong to the subgroup generated by W , H ,s
Ž p.Ãi g J , and H , p g J . This completes the proof of the lemma.s l l
Ç ÇŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 5.23. For i, a , j, b g J = kQ j J = Q we ha¤es s l l
Ž i. Ž j. ÃÃ Ãt , t g Cent W ,Ž .ž /a b
Ž . y1 y1where x, y denotes the group commutator xyx y .
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= Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Let g g R . Then from 5.16 , 5.17 , and Lemma 3.18 iv we
have
y1Ž i. Ž j. Ž i. Ž j.Ã Ã Ã Ã Ž i. Ž j. Ž i. Ž j. Ž1r k .Ža , b .t , t r t , t s r s r s r s r ,Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãž / ž / Ã Ãa b g a b c ŽŽ t , t ..g Ž t , t .g c g ga b a b i j
Žwhere the last equality follows from the fact that c fixes R pointwise seei j
Ž ..3.15 .
Ç ÇŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 5.24. Let i, a , j, b g J = kR j J = R . The elements sh l l g
Ž i. Ž j. ÃŽ . Ž .Ã Ãt , t of W is uniquely determined by the ordered pair i, j and the reala b
Ž .number a , b .
Proof. We prove the lemma for each of the following cases separately.
ÇŽ . Ž . Ž .1 i, a , j, b g J = kR ,s sh
ÇŽ . Ž . Ž .2 i, a , j, b g J = R ,l l g
Ç ÇŽ . Ž . Ž .3 i, a g J = kR and j, b g J = R .s sh l l g
Ž Ž j. Ž i.. Ž Ž i. Ž j..y1Ã Ã Ã ÃSince t , t s t , t , the above cases exhaust all the possibili-b a a b
ties.
X X X X ÇŽ .1 We have a s ka and b s kb for some a , b g R . Usingsh
Ž . Ž . Ž .5.18 , 5.16 , 3.5 , and isomorphisms c , c we havei j
ÃŽ i. ÃŽ j. ÃŽ i. X ÃŽ j. Xt , t s t , tž / ž /a b k a k b
ÃŽ i. XÃŽ j. XÃŽ i. XÃŽ j. Xs t t t tk a k b yk a yk b
s r X r X r X r X r X r X r X r XÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãd qa a d qb b a d qa b d qbi j i j
s r X r X r X r X r X r X r X r X r X r XÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãž /ž /d qa a d qb a a b a d qa b d qbi j i j
s r X r X r X r X r X r XÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃX Xd qa r Žd qb . r Ž b . d qa b d qbi a j a i j
s r X r X r X r X r r X r X r X .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃXX Xž /ž /d qa r Žd qb . d qa d qa r d qa b d qb.Ž bi a j i i a i j
Ž . Ž X. Ž i. Ž X. X Ž XX X XBy Lemma 3.9 and 3.7 , we have r r b s t b s b q b ,d qa a k aiX k.a d andi
r X r X d q b X s d q r X r X b X s d q b X q b X , a X k d .Ž .Ž . Ž .d qa a j j d qa a j ii i
Therefore
ÃŽ i. ÃŽ j. X X X k X X X k X Xt , t s r r r r .Ã Ã Ã Ãž /a b d qb qŽ b , a .d b qŽ b , a .d b d qbj i i j
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X Ç Ç XSince b g R , there exists w g W such that wb s u . ThenÇ Çsh s
Ž i. Ž j. Ã Ž i. Ž j. Ãy1Ã Ã Ã Ãt , t s w t , t wÇ Çž / ž /a b a b
Ã Ãy1X X X k X X X k X Xs wr r r r wÇÃ Ã Ã Ã Çd qb qŽ b , a .d b qŽ b , a .d b d qbj i i j
Ã Ãy1 Ã Ãy1 Ã Ãy1 Ã Ãy1X X X k X X X k X Xs wr w wr w wr w wr wÇÃ Ç ÇÃ Ç ÇÃ Ç ÇÃ Çd qb qŽ b , a .d b qŽ b , a .d b d qbj i i j
s r X X X k r X X X k r X r XÃ Ã Ã ÃwŽd qb qŽ b , a .d . wŽ b qŽ b , a .d . wŽ b . wŽd qb .Ç Ç Ç Çj i i j
s r X X k r X X k r r ,Ã Ã Ã Ãd qu qŽ b , a .d u qŽ b , a .d u d quj s i s i s j s
Ž .where the last term is uniquely determined by the ordered pair i, j and
Ž X X k. Ž X X. Ž . 2the real number b , a s b , a s a , b rk . This completes the
Ž .proof of 1 .
Ž . Ž .2 From 3.4 and isomorphisms c , c we havei j
ÃŽ i. ÃŽ j. ÃŽ i.ÃŽ j.ÃŽ i. ÃŽ j.t , t s t t t t s r r r r r r r r .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãž /a b a b ya yb d qa a d qb b a d qa b d qbi j i j
Ž .Then similar to the case 1 we get
ÃŽ i. ÃŽ j. k kt , t s r r r r .Ã Ã Ã Ãž /a b d qbqŽ b , a .d bqŽ b , a .d b d qbj i i j
Ç ÇSince b g R , there exists w g W such that wb s u . Again using aÇl g l
Ž .similar argument as in the case 1 we get
ÃŽ i. ÃŽ j. k kt , t s r r r r .Ã Ã Ã Ãž /a b d qu qŽ b , a .d u qŽ b , a .d u d quj l i l i l j l
Ç kŽ . Ž . Ž .Since a g R , then from 2.6 we have b , a s 2 bra r2k sl g
Ž .Ž . Ž .1rk b , a . This completes the proof of 2 .
X X ÇŽ .3 We have a s ka for some a g R . Thensh
ÃŽ i. ÃŽ j. ÃŽ i. X ÃŽ j.t , t s t , tž / ž /a b k a b
ÃŽ i. XÃŽ j.ÃŽ i. XÃŽ j.s t t t tk a b yk a yb
s r X r X r r r X r X r rÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãd qa a d qb b a d qa b d qbi j i j
s r X k r X k r r .Ã Ã Ã Ãd qbqŽ b , a .d bqŽ b , a .d b d qbj i i j
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Ž .Using a similar argument as in part 2 we get
ÃŽ i. ÃŽ j. X k X kt , t s r r r r .Ã Ã Ã Ãž /a b d qu qŽ b , a .d u qŽ b , a .d u d quj l i l i l j l
Ç X k XŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Since a g R , we have b , a s b , a s 1rk b , a . This com-Ä sh
pletes the proof of the Lemma.
Ž .Motivated by Lemma 3.18 iv , we define
Ž1r k .Ža , b . Ž i. Ž j. Ç ÇÃ Ãc [ t , t , i , a , j, b g J = kR j J = R .Ž . Ž . Ž .ž / ž /i j a b s sh l l g
5.25Ž .
1r kŽa , b . ÃBy Lemma 5.24, c is a well-defined element of W . Thus, theÃi j
element
Ž1r k .Ža , b . Ç Çc , i , a , j, b g J = kQ j J = Q 5.26Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã Ž . Ž .i j s s l l
Ãis also a well-defined element of W .
Ç ÇŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 5.27. For i, a , j, b g J = kQ j J = Q we ha¤es s l l
Ž1r k .Ža , b . ÃŽ i. ÃŽ j.c s t , t .Ã ž /i j a b
Proof. We can write a s Ým g and b s Ýn b , where all the g 'sss1 s us1 u s
Ç Ç Ž .belong to kR or all belong to R , and the same for all b 's. Using 5.18 ,sh l g u
Ž . Ž . Ž .5.19 , Lemma 5.23, 5.25 , and 3.24 we have
m n m n
Ž i. Ž j. Ž i. Ž j. Ž i. Ž j.Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãt , t s t , t s t , tŁ Ł Ł Łž / ž /a b g b g bs u s už /ss1 us1 ss1 us1
m n
Ž1r k .Žg , b .s us cÃŁ Ł i j
ss1 us1
s c1r kŽa , b . .Ãi j
Let
Ã Ž1r k .Ža , b . Ç ÇZ s c : i , a , j, b g J = kQ j J = Q .Ž . Ž .Ã¦ ;Ž . Ž .i j s s l l
Ã ÃŽ . Ž .LEMMA 5.28. i Z : Cent W ,
ÃŽ . Ž .ii Z is a free abelian group of rank n n y 1 r2.
Ž .Proof. Part i follows from Lemma 5.23 immediately. Now let
Ç Ç Ž1r k .rŽa , b .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i, a , j, b g J = kQ j J = Q . By Corollary 5.27, c cÃs s l l i j
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Ž1r k .Ža , b . Ž .s c . Since ind R s 0, from Proposition 5.11 we have Z si j
Ž . Ž .H, H . Therefore, using Lemmas 3.12 and 3.18 iv we see that elements
Ž1r k .Ža , b . Ž i. Ž j. Ç ÇŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .c s t , t , i, a , j, b g J = kQ j J = Q generate Z.i j a b s s l l
Ã Ž1r k .m i jŽ . ² :Thus c Z s Z and Z s c : i - j , where m is the smallesti j i j
ÇŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .positive integer so that m s a , b for some i, a , j, b g J = kQi j i j i j s s
Ç Ã Ž1r k .m i jŽ . ² :j J = Q . We claim that Z s c : i - j . Indeed, from the defi-l l i, j
Ã Ž1r k .m i j Ã² :nition of Z we have c : i - j : Z. On the other hand, ifÃi j
Ž1r k .Ža , b . Ç ÇŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .c , i, a , j, b g J = kQ j J = Q , is a typical generator ofÃi j s s l l
Ã Ž1r k .Ža , b . Ž1r k .Ža , b .Ž . Ž .Z, then c c s c g Z, so a , b s mm for some m gÃi j i j i j
Ž1r k .Ža , b . Ž Ž1r k .m i j.mZ. Thus c s c . Now this and the fact thatÃ Ãi j i j
y1 y1Ž1r k .Ža , b . Ž j. Ž i. Ž i. Ž j. Ž1r k .Ža , b .Ã Ã Ã Ãc s t , t s t , t s c .Ã ÃŽ .ž / ž /ji b a a b i j
Ã ÃŽ .gives the claim. By part i , Z is abelian. To show Z is free abelian let
ni j n i j Ãc s 1, where n g Z and c g Z .Ã ÃŁ i j i j i j
i-j
n i j Ž ni j.Then c s c c s 1 in Z. But Z is a free abelian group on generatorsÃi j i j
Ž1r k .m i j Ãc . So, n s 0 for all i, j g J, i - j. Thus Z is a free abelian group ofi j i j
Ž .rank n n y 1 r2.
We are now ready to complete the proof of theorem. We are done if we
Ã Ž .show that c is one to one. So let w g W and c w s 1. Using LemmasÃ Ã
5.22, 5.23, and 5.28 we can write
t n
Ž i. Ž j. Ž1r k .ni jÃ Ã Ãw s w t t cÃ Ç ÃŁ Ł Łkg b i jž /i jž /ž /is1 jstq1 i-j
Ç Ç Çw g W , g g Q , b g Q , n g Z ,Ç i s j s i jž /
Ç Ç Çwhere w g W , g g Q , b g Q , and n g Z. ThenÇ i s j l i j
t n
Ž i. Ž j. Ž1r k .ni j1 s c w s w t t c .Ž .Ã Ç Ł Ł Łkg b i jž /i jž /ž /is1 jstq1 i-j
From Corollary 3.22, we get w s 1, g s 0 for i g J , b s 0 for j g J andÇ i s j l
n s 0 for i, j g J, i - j. Thus w s 1. This finishes the proof of theÃi j
theorem.
w xSee also Sa-T for another presentation of EAWGs when n s 2. The
w xpresentation given in Sa-T is a generalization of a Coxeter system.
Namely the generators are in one to one correspondence with the vertices
of a unique diagram attached to the root system and the relations consists
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Ž .of two groups: i generalized Coxeter relations attached to the diagram,
Ž .and ii a power of a transformation, called Coxeter transformation,
attached to the diagram.
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